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Reforming the Antidumping Agreement
A Road Map for WTO Negotiations

by Brink Lindsey and Dan Ikenson

Executive Summary

In the current Doha Round of World
Trade Organization talls, negotiatiors are

now under way on the ¿ìrcane, highly tech-
nical, and intensely contoversial subject of
antidumping rules. On the agenda are pos-

sible changes to the WTO Antidumping
Agreement, which sets the standards that
govern national antidumping laws.

In the United States, cunent antidump-
ing nles enjoy stong political support.
Defenders of the status quo allege that
changes to the Antidumping Agreementwill
"weaken'the U.S. law and thereby expose

American indushies to unfair, "dumped"

mmpetition In response to such concerns

and at the United States insistence, the
Doha dedaration that launched the new

antidumping talks insists on "præerving the
bæic concepts, principles and effectivenes of
[the Antidumping Agreement] and htsl
inshuments and objectives."

Fean ofweakening the U.S. law æe mis-
placed. The object of WTO negotiations is

not to weaken national antidumping laws
but to improve them-by curtafing ram-

pant abuses that allow trade-restrictive
antidumping remedies to punish normal,
healthy, import competition Such abuses

run afoul of what supporters of antidump-
ing claim is the purpose of the laws: name-

ly, to ensure a "level playrng field" by target-
ing "unfair" tade practices that reflect
underlþg mæket distortions. Accordingly,
changes to antidumping rules æe needed to
bring national laws into conformity with
the basic principles, concepts, and objectives

of the Antidumping Agreement.
This paper sets forth a detailed road map

for the WTO antÍdumping negotiatiors. We
start by fleshing out the bæic concepts, prin-
ciples, and objectives of the Antidumping
Agreement-æ elucidated by the justifica-

tiors for laws offered by the
U.S. government and prominent supporters

of the U.S. law. Working from that founda-

tion, we then outline 21 reform proposals

designed to improve antidumping laws'aim
and limit the collateral damage inflicted on
busines practices that have nothing to do
with "rmfairtade."
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Introduction

In November 2001, repraentatives of 142

counfies convened in Doha, Qatar, and launched

a new round of global hade negotiations.

Included on the agenda of this Doha Round of
World Trade Organization talls is the æcane,

higtrly techniCIl, and interseþ contoversial sub-
ject of antidumping nrles. Specifically, talks will
focus on posible changes to the existing WTO
Antidumping Agreement, which governs what
WTO member states can and cannot do to pro
tect domestic industries ùom "dumped" or
"unfajrly priced" import competition. 1

The WTO antidumping negotiations face

strong political opposition in the United
States. According to that opposition, any

change in the WTO Antidumping Ageement
tlleatens to 'weaken' the U.S. antidumping

law and so expose American indusfries to
unfair foreign competition. Such concems are

reflected in the "trade promotion authority'
(TPA) legislation passed by Congress in
August 2002. Language in the bill insructs the
president, in any trade negotiations, to

preserve the abilig of the United States

to enforce rigorousþ its trade laws,

including the antidumping, countervail-
ing duty, and safeguard laws, and avoid
agreements which lesen the effective.

nes of domestic and intemational disci-

plines on unfair tade, especially d*np-
ing and subsidies, in orderto ernure that

United States workers, agricultural pro
ducers, and firms can compete fully on
fair terms and eqioy the benefits of reci-

procal hade concessiors.z

Neæly identical language was incoqporated

into a resolution pased by the House of
Representatives on November 7,2001, on the
eve of the Doha ministerial conference. That
resolution passed by a vote of 410 to 4.3 And 62

senators signed a letter to the president in May
2001 warning him not to agree to any trade

deals that would weaken the antidumping or
other trade remedy laws. "Unfortunately, some

of our hading partners, many of whom main-
tain serious unfair trade practices, continue to

seek to weaken these laws," the letter stated.a

The TPA legislation almmt ihduded an amen&
ment thatwould have provided for the denial ofspe-

dal "fast-fack' voting proædures (ie., an up-or-

downvote by Congres without amendments and

within specified time petio*) to those parts of any

fade agreement that made changes to antidumping

rules. This so-called Dayton-Craig amendment
pased in the original Sernte TPA bill but was even-

tualþ dropped in conference committee.

Mindful of domestic political pressures,

both the Clinton and Bush administrations

strongly opposed inclusion of antidumping o4

the negotiating agenda for the new round. Thd
Clinton adminishation refused to budge on

the issue, and the resulting impasse between
the U.S. government and other WTO mem-
bers was one of the major contributors to the
failure to launch a new round at the Seattle

ministerial conference in 1999.s The Bush
administration sought to continue its predeces-

sor's position but ultimateþ bowed to over-

whelrning international pressure and agreed at
Doha to put antidumping mles on the table.

Although the U.S. govemment made that
important concesion, it still sought to limit the
scope of WTO negotiations. Specifically, at

U.S. insistence, the provision in the Doha min-
isterial declaration that authorizes antidump
ing talk reads in relevant part:

In Iight of experience and of the increas t
ing application of these insftuments by \
Members, we agree to negotiations
aimed at darirying and improving disci-
plines under the [Antidumping
Ageementl, while prærving the bæic nn-
æpß, principlæ and effutivenes of [the
Agreement] and [its] instuments and

objectives. . . . hr the initial phase of the
negotiations, participants will indicate the
provisiors, funluding distíplinæ on t'ade

distorting pnûica, that they æek to dæiff
and improve in the subæquent phæe.u

The commitment to preserve the "basic

concepts, principles and effectivenes" of the



agreement and its 'instruments and objectives"
was inserted after an effort by the United
States to limit tlrc scope of permisible changes
to antidumping n¡les. The inclusion of "disci-
plinæ on trade distorting practices" on the
negotiating agenda may open the door to
changes that expand national govemments'
authority to appþ antidumping remedies.

The resistance to changes in the WTO
Antidumping Agreement is based on a funda-
mental misunderstanding of what antidump
ing laws actually do in practice. Those laws are
defended as necessary bulwarks against unfair
trade practices. But antidumping laws-in the
United States and dozens of other countries-
nave little to do with targeting unfair t¡ade
under any plausible definition of that term.
Stiffantidumping duties are routinely imposed
against products of foreign firms that are
engaged in perfectly normal and unexception-
able commercial practices. At the root of the
problem are serious flaws in the current rules
for conducting antidumping investigations.
Because of those flaws, there is at present very
little connection between the stated objectives
of antidumping policy and the actual effects of
antidumping actions.

Accordingþ, the fear that changes in WTO
antidumping rules will expose American
industries to unfair competition is entireþ mis-
placed. Significant changes in those ruies are
needed, not to "weaken" national laws, but to
improve them by closing the yawning gap
Setween what they are supposed to do and
what they actually do.

The newþ launched Doha Round of WTO
talks offers the chance to close that gap.

Although the U.S. govemment attempted to
limit the scope of negotiations with restictive
language in the Doha ministerial dedaration, a
proper reading of that language makes deæ that
fæ-reaching changes in antidumping mles are

not precluded. Indeed, that language-with its
emphasis on the bæic concepts, principles, and

objectives of the Antidumping Ageement-
provides an excellent point ofdeparhre for pro-
ductive negotiatiors.

WTO antidumping negotiations remain in
their preliminary stages, so the timingis propi-

tious for creative thinking about how negotia-
tions should proceed. In this paper we attempt
to outline a road map for WTO antidumping
negotiatiors in the Doha Round. We begin
with the language of the ministerial declæation

and then proceed to identi$ the basic con-
cepts, principles, and objectives of the
Antidumping Agreement-as delineated, not
by critics of antidumping practice, but by the
U.S. government and policy experts who sup-
port the use of antidumping remedies. We then
examine how antidumping laws actually work
in practice and compare that reality with the
purposes those laws æe supposed to serve.

That examination defines the basic work
program of cunent and future WTO antidump-
ing negotiatiors: to reduce the gap between con-
temporary antidumping practice and the
agreed-upon concepts, principles, and objectives
of the Antidumping Agreement. We then elab-
orate upon that bæic mision with detailed
analysis ofthe specific changes that are needed
in the Antidumping Agreement.

Identi$ing Antidumping's
Objectives

WTO antidumping negotiations should
begin at the beginning by attempting to define
the basic concepts, principles, and objectives of
the Antidumping Agreement. No such
attempt has been made in any previous WTO
or General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
negotiations. That is an oversight whose cor-
rection is long overdue.

The oversight may be explained by the fact
that antidumping has been around much
longer than the multilateral trading system.
Antidumping laws originated in the earþ years

of the 20th century;the U.S. law, for example,

dates back to 1921,7 and laws in Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain, and
France go back even further. These laws thus
predate even the original 1947 GATT teaty,
Article VI of which provides basic authorityfor
national govemments to apply antidumping
remedies. Subsequent negotiations to elaborate
multilateral standards for the use of antidump
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A preliminary focus

on defining the

basic concepts,

principles, and

objectives of the

Antidumping
Agreement could

help avoid a

deadlock that

might wreck the

ing remedies-the Kennedy Round talk that
produced an Antidumping Code in 1967, the

TolVo Round talls that revised that code in
1979, and the Uruguay Round talls that pro-
duced the cunent 1994 WTO Antidumping
Agreement-simply asumed the background
fact of national antidumping laws without
making any effort to establish a consensus on

why such laws are needed or what puposes
they are meant to serve.

With so much water under the bridge, why
focus now on what might be considered

abstract or theoretical issues? The most obvious

reason lies in the language of the ministerial

declaration that launched the Doha Round.
That declaration authorizes negotiations to
amend the existing Antidumping Agreement
"while preserving the basic concepts, principles
and effectiveness of [the Agreement] and [its]
instruments and objectives." To ensure that
negotiatiors do not exceed the scope of this
limiting language, it is necesary for parties to
determine in the first instance what the basic

concepts, principles, and objectives actually æe.

Furthermore, antidumping negotiations
promise to play a critical role in determining
the overall success of the Doha Round. In prior
rounds, antidumping was at best a second-tier
isue. The United States and what is now the

European Union accounted for the over-
whelming majority of antidumping cases, and
they were united in opposing anything but
marginal changes in their laws. Although many
other countries may have had an interest in
restricting antidumping abuses, none with any

bargaining power made that interest a top pri-
ority. Consequently, the United States and the
European Union were able to contain
antidumping reform initiatives within nalrow
limits without any real sacrifice of their own
major negotiating objectives.

This time, the sihntion is differurl With the

prolifention of antidumping lar¡¡s in ræent years,

the threat tlnt antidumping abuses pose to the

world trading ÐNtem has become an isue of
intense and wideqpread concem There was over-

whelrning support for the indusion of antidump-

ing onthe agenda ofthe Doha Round; indeed, the

United States was mmpleteþ isolated in opposi-

tion. As negotiatiors proceed, many munties can

be expected to push antidumpingreform æ one of
their top priorities. Accordingly, the course of the

ærtiduniping negotiations is likeþ to have impor-
tant implicatiors for the overall outmme of the

round. Even if the U.S. govemment persists in
raistingm4ior antidumpingreforms, ithæ a mm-
pelling interest in avoiding a mncorous deadlock

that jeopædizes its ovm negotiating priorÍties.

Unles some common ground is fint estab-
lished, negotiators with opposing interests will
simply talk past each other. Antidumping
negotiations are simultaneousþ highly techni-
cal and intensely controversial the details are

comprehensible only to experienced specialistg

and the general subject matter is one on which
views are sharply conflicting and strongly held.

That combination is a recipe for impase and
auimony, not productive results.

A preliminary focus on defining the basic

concepts, principles, and objectives of the
Antidumping Agreement could help avoid a

deadlock that might wreck the whole round. In
many other contentious sectors-for example,

agriculture and services-parties have made
progress by agreeing on basic principles with a

commitment to gradual (if unspecified) imple-
mentation of those principles in the future.
Such an approach might be the only way for
the U.S. govemment to reconcile its present

opposition to significant changes in the
Antidumping Agreement with its overriding
interest in a successful round. If the United
States were to accept a clear definition of th¡'
basic concepts, principles, and objectives ofthu.
Antidumping Agreement, other countries
might be satisfied with fairly modest changes
to it in the current round. The U.S. govemment

could then remove the antidumping issue as an
obstacle to its own major negotiating objectives

and ultimateþ bring home an agreement that
keeps contoversial changes to U.S. law within
tolerable limits.

Meanwhile, supporters of antidumping
reform have a shong interest in initial discus-

sions on bæic concepts, principles, and objec-

tives. Such discusions, if conducted properþ,

could significantly shengthen the reformers'
bægaining position. Specifically, they could

whole round.



enable reformers to claim the rhetorical high
ground of support for "faimes" and a "level

playing field."
At present, defenden of antidumping stake

their øse on the gounds of "fairnes" and a
"level playing field." Any efforts to change cur-
rent practice, they daim, æe rølly just plots to
' weaken" existing laws and create "loopholes' for
unfair traders. Defenders of antidumping thus
define the debate æ a conflict between a level
plaiurg field on the one hand and unfair haden
on the other. Those terms, needless to say,

sfongþfavor maintenance of the status quo.
Defenders of antidumping have been able to

:reate and hold this rhetorical advantage
because they have never been required to defìne
"faimes" and 'level plaþg field" or explain how
current antidumping rules advance tlrose
admirable-sounding goals. They simply asert
the connection between curent antidumping
rules and fairness and reþ on the complexities of
the laws methodologies to shield their assertion
from scrutiny. For decada that stategr has been

tremendousþ succesfi;I.
Negotiatiors aimed at fleshing out the basic

concepts, principles, and objectives of the
Antidumping Ageement could allow antidump-
ing reformers to call their opponents bluff If the
much-invoked level plaiurg field were actually

defined-if the specific circumstances that sup-
posedly give rise to unfair trade were spelled out
and the criteria for distinguishing those circum-
stances from normal conditions of competition
,vere clearly delineated-then antidumping
reformers could argue with corsiderable force

that the imposition of antidumping duties in any
other circumstances amounts to simple protec-
tionism. Antidumping reformers could tum their
opponents' taditional rhetorical advantage
against them and claim withjustice that they, not
defenders of the stahs quo, are the ones tmly
concemed with faimes.

They could, in other words, redefine the
terms of the debate. Instead of a choice
between the level plaimg field and unfair
ûaders-with defenden of antidumping on
the side of the angels-the debate would now
offer a choice between a level plaþg field and
old-fashioned protectionism. Supporters of

antidumping would at last find themselves on
the negotiating defensive.

The effects of changing the terms of debate
would be felt within the WTO negotiations
themselves, and also in U.S. domestic politics.

Within the WTO, antidumping reformers
would be better able to recruit allies and isolate
their opponents. Their position would be both
more atbactive and easier to understand, and
their ability to persuade fence sitters tojoin their
cause would be correspondingþ enhanced.

Antidumping reformers were able to force the
United States to accept antidumping negotia-
tions in Doha only because they succeeded in
isolating the United States diplomatiølly. If
they hope to achieve significant reforms in the
present negotiations, they will once again have

to rally world opinion to their side. This time
the task will be considerably more difficult.
Building a corisensus on what antidumping ís

supposed to do (and on the fact that it isnt
doing its job properly) would aid the needed
diplomatic effort immerseþ

Meanwhile, in the United States, a debate

that highlighted the contrast between
antidumpings objectives and its current prac-

tice could drive a wedge between hard-core
supporters of the status quo and more casual

supporters. The hæd core is concerned primar-
ily with the interests of import-competing
indusfies (notably the steel industry) that use

the law regularly. To those supporters, results

are all that count anything that makes it easier

for domestic industries to win protection
makes the law better, and anything that makes

protection hæder to achieve is a step backward.
That standæd, of course, has nothing to do
with any notions of fair tade; it is a protec-

tionist standard, pure and simple.
On the other hand, many U.S. supporters of

the antidumping law are not so blatantly results

oriented. Rather, they are atbacted to the idea
of a level playrng field and believe that
antidumping remedies work to secure that
noble-sounding objective. If those casual sup-
porters could be made awæe of the disconnect
between the laws appealing rhetoric and how
the law really works, they might be more
amenable to changes in antidumping rules-or
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The Antidumping
Agreement estab-

lishes standards for
how antidumping

investigations are to
be conducted and

remedies imposed,

but it says nothing
aboutwhy dumping

is a problem in the

first place.

at least les hostile to such changes. WTO
negotiations that focused initially on

antidumpings basic concepts, principles, and

objectives would illuminate that ilisconnect,
thereby helping to reduce casual supporters'

attachment to the antidumping status quo.

That change in the U.S. political climate could
lead in tum to a more accommodating U.S.
position at the negotiating table.

Defìning the
"Level Playing Field"

What are the bæic concepts, principles, and

objectives of the Antidumping Agreement? The
agreement itself is silent on those matters. It
establishes standæds for how antidumping inves
tigations æe to be conducted and remedies

imposed, but it says nothing about why dumping
is a problem in the fint place. The agreement, in
other words, defines the "solution," but not the
problem that it supposedly solves. We therefore

must look outside the agreement for guidance.

We propose to look for tlnt guidance in the
statements of the U.S. govemment and promi-

nent supporters of the U.S. antidumping law
There are manysoundreasons whythis approach

makes serse. The United States is the world's

lmding antidumping user.8 In the intemational

arena, the U.S. govemment has been the leading
defender of the need for "shong"

remedies. In the current WTO negotiatiorn, the

United States is expected to be the most formi-
dable opponent of any changes to the
Antidumping Agreement that might 'weaken'

national laws. if it can be shov¡n that
existing rules do a bad job of
addresing the problem of dumping as US.

antidumping supplrteß defrne that pnblen The

stongestposible case for changing the ruleswill
have been made.

The U.S. goverrunent recently isued a posi.
tion paper on the "Basic Concepts and
Principles of the Trade Remedy Rules" in the
Doha Round antidumping negotiatiorn.e This
paper provides an excellent starting point for
understanding the problem that antidumping
laws supposedly solve.

The Bush administations position paper

adopts what hæ become the standæd refrain of
U.S. antidumping supporters: that antidumping
measures are needed to offset artificialcompetitive
advantages crmted by mark*-distorting glvffiùnffit
policix Acconding to the document" "Effective

tade remedy irstuments are important to
respond to and discourage trade-distorting govem-

ment policies and the mæket imperfectiors that
resull"'o Speciûcally, the U.S. government argues,

govemment policies can aeate "arüffdal" competi-

tive advantages that may be distinguished from the
'Teal" competitive advantages that æise in normal
market competition

Ideally, companies and natiors would \

compete in the international market-
place on the basis of real comparative
advantages such as natural resource

endowments, Iabor skills and abun-

dance, availability of capital, and tech-
nological innovation. Faced with the
true relative prices of these production

factors, companies and nations would
gravitate towards producing and
exporting those products in which they
have a relative cost advantage and buy-
ing/importing those products in which
they do not have this advantage. . . .

However, govemment attempts to
create artifìcial advantages distort
market signals indicating where the

most profitable business opportunities
arefound. Suchdistortions canlead to í
chronic oversupply by inefficient pro- \'

ducers on the one hand, and the clo-
su¡e of otherwise efficient and com-
petitive facilities on the other. . . . In
short, market-distorting practices
reduce worldwide economic efficiency,

thereby diminishing the gains to all
Members from international special-

ization and exchange based on com-
parative advantage."

This formulation of the problem that gives

rise to antidumping laws differs somewhat from
the othen discused below in ttnt it focuses on
efficiency rather than faimes. The Bwh admin-



isfation has focused on the loses to worldwide
economic efficienry caused by market-distorting
practices; the usual focus, however, is on the
unfaimess to national industies that must face

foreign rivals with ardfidal (i.e., govemment pol-
icy-taused) competitive advantaga. There is no
necessaly conflict between the differing
emphases, however.r2 And in either case, the bot-
tom line is the same: antidumping measues are

needed to neukalize artificial competitive advar
tages and restore the so-called level playing field.

The Bush adminisbation's paper goes on to
identify dumping æ particular pricing practices

that reflect the underþing existence ofgoverrr
ment poliqy-caused market distortions.
Specifically, the paper states that dumping takes

the form of either "intemational price discrimina-
tion" or "export pricing at levels below the cost of
production plus a reæonable amount for selling
general and administrative e4penses and proût.r3

That definition trads the one normally supplied
by U.S. supporters of antidumping, although the
second half of the Bush adminisbations defini-
tion is more expa¡sive than the usual formulation.
Typically, æ discused below, dumping is defined
æ either intemational price discrimination or
sales below the cost ofproduction.

The pricing practices that constitute dumping,
however that term is precisely defined, are prob-

lematic because they suppCIedly are the corse-
quence of market-distorting government policies.

The Bwh administation's paper offers little detail

here, butthe one example itgivesis çical ofthose
:rovided by U.S. antidumping zupporten:

A government's industrial policies

or key aspects of the economic system
supported by government inaction can

enable injurious dumping to take
place. . . . For irstance, these policies
may allow producers to eam high
profits in a home "sanctuary market,"
which may in tum allow them to sell

abroad at an artifìcially low price. Such
practices can result in inju¡y in the
importing country since domestic
firms may not be able to match the
artificially low prices from producers

in the sanctuary market.'a

As will be seen in the discusion that fol-
lows, the asociation between dumping and
"sanctuary markets" figures prominently in the -

justifÌcations for antidumping laws offered by
supporten of the U.S.law

The Bush administration's interpretation of
the basic concepts, principles, and objectives of
the Antidumping Agreement shows consider-

able continuity with the line kken by the
Clinton administration in another document
that attempted to justi$ the use of antidump
ing measures. That earlier document goes into
greater depth than the Bush adminishation's
position paper and also accords more closely

with the formulations of antidumping policy
made by other prominent supporters of the
U.S. law. Accordingly, the Clinton administa-
tion's paper merits detailed analSais.

The document in question is a 1998 sub-
mission by the U.S. government to the WTO
Working Group on the Interaction of Trade
and Competition Policy.ts Some members of
that working group had asserted that
antidumping laws should be judged by the
standards of competition policy-in other
words, on the basis of whether they promote
consumer welfare by targeting anti-competi-
tive conduct. In the submision in question, the
Clinton administration argued vociferously
against that approach:

Stated simply, the antidumping nrles

and competition laws have different
objectives and æe founded on differ-
ent principles, and they seek to reme-
dy different problems. If the
antidumping rules were eliminated in
favor of competition laws or modified
to be corsistent with competition pol-
icy principles, the problems which the
antidumping rules seek to remedy
would go unaddressed.to

In making its case, the submision expounds

at considerable length on antidumping mles'
unduþg objectives and principles-to define
the problems that antidumping mles seek to
addres. Accordingly, the Clinton administa-
tion's paper offen illuminating insights into
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Accordingto
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what the bæic concepts, principles, and objec-

tives of the Antidumping Agreement might be.

The Clinlon administration's paper defines
dumping as "a situation where an exporter sells

its product abroad at lower prices than it does

at home or at prices that are below cost, which
causes 'materiat injury' to producers of the
product in the importing counfry."'7 It then

aserts that the need for antidumping nrles
arises from "imperfections in the multilateral
trading system." Specifically, dumping is gen-

erally the result of governrnent policies in the
dumping exporter's home market:

Although some dumping may be due to
business advantages and market segmen-

tation which have arisen in response to

commercial forces, more typically it is a
govemment's industial policies or key

aspects of the rntional economic system

which a govemment has created, promot-
ed or tolerated that ernbles injurious
dumping to take place.ts

The 1998 U.S. submision identifies the
following industrial policies as possibly giving
rise to dumping: high tariffs or nontariffbarri-
ers that exclude foreign competition, regula-
tiors that restrict domestic competition, the

absence of adequate competition laws to coun-
teract private anti-competitive conduct, price

controls that set artifìcially high prices for the
exported product or artificially low prices for
inputs for the exported product, and govern-

ment subsidies that give foreign producers an

artificial cost advantage or that result in exces
capacity. "Although these policies take on many
different forms," the paper states, "they provide

similar artifìcial advantages to the benefìtting
producers." The paper then elaborates:

Specifically, these policies ernble the ber¡
efitting produæn to dnrge highu than
mmpetitive prices in their home mar-

ket-what can be thougþt of æ a "sanc-

tuary markef-and, æ a resrlt, to rmlize
inaeased profits. If the govemment's

policies have the effect of lowering the
producerd unit cæts, the producus may

benefit even when ttrey maintain cunent
home mæketprices. . . . Absentinterven-

tion by their orvn governrnent, competing
producm in erçort markets æe at a dis-
advantage and often suffer injury, sudr as

lost market share, because they ønnot
match the low pricing from producers in
the home markelß

The 1998 paper goes on to address how dif-
ferences in national economic systems can

result in dumping. For example, in countries in
which social pressures or policies inhibit layoffs
during downtums, labor costs are more fixed

than variable. In such settings, producers may
choose to sell below full costs instead of laying
offunneeded workers. In other words, they will
"export [their] unemployment to the other
country's industry.'a In another scenario, pro-
ducers rely more heavily on debt in countries

with poorþ developed equity markets. They
may find it necesary to sell below cost to ser-

vice their debt obligations, whereas producers

with lower debt-equity ratios might cut back
production during slumps. The paper also

identifies other situations-the presence of
large, conglomerate busines groupings with
noncommercial access to financing; cut-throat
pricing encouraged by a poliry of adopting
"market stabilization" cartels on the basis of
precartel production levels; state planning
regimes with quantitative export targets-in
which differences in national economic strue
tt¡res can lead to dumping.

In sum, the Clinton administrations paper

taces the roots of dumping to anti-mæket
policies and irstitutions. The resulting sup-
presion or distortion of market competition
yields either abnormally high prices in the
home market or abnormally low prices in
export markets-or both. Those artifìcial pric-
ing patterns are the problem supposedly
addresed by antidumping nrles. According to
the 1998 U.S. paper:

[T]he antidumping rules simply seek
to remove unfaimess and create a

"level playing fìeld" for producers and
workers. It therefore may be more



appropriate to view the antidumping
rules æ a judgment by the importing
country that it will not accept low-
priced or below-cost imports-even if
its immediate overall economic wel-
fare would be enhanced-to the
extent that acceptance means forcing
its producers and workers to compete

against, and be injured by, foreign pro-
ducers receiving unfair advantages
from government policies or actions

which lead to signifìcant differences in
economic systems.2l

Other prominent supporters of the U.S.
antidumping law concur in the overall analysis

put forward by the Bush and Clinton adminis-
fations. Alan Wolff, coursel to the U.S. steel

industry and a leading lobbyist for the
antidumping status quo, also identifies two
types of dumping, "price-to-price dumping"
and "below-cost dumping." In a 1995 speech

before the Steel Manufacturers Asociation, he

answered the question, "What gives rise to
dumping?" as follows:

Price-to-prtce dumping. Price-to-
price dumping can occtr because the
dumping indusbi'y enjoys some degree

of market power in its domestic mar-
ket which enables it to maintain a

higher price in the home market than
in export markets. This may arise out
of protection of the home market from
import competition . . . ; the relative

absence of internal competition
because of the existence of a monopo-
listic, oligopolistic or cartelized market
structure; or some combination of
these factors. Absent such elements,
the domestic price and the world price

will equalize.
Below-cost dumping. Below-cost

dumping can occrrr because the indus-
try which is dumping possesses a

structural characteristic which enables

it to export its products below tlre cost

of production for a sustained pertod

without going out of busines. Such

characteristics vary widely, but may
include the existence of some form of
govemment support" the ability to
cros-subsidize loses in one product
æea with profits earned in other areas,

or simply enorrnous resources which
make it possible to sell at a loss for a

long period of time.22

Terence Stewart, another prominent attor-
ney who represents domestic indusfies in U.S.
antidumping investigations, takes a similar
Iine. The antidumping law, he argues, is
"designed to offset any artifìcial advantage that
flows from closed foreign markets, cross-subsi-
dization by multiproduct producers, govern-

ment largese, or other factors having nothing
to do with comparative advantage.'a

Greg Mastel is probably the most promi-
nent supporter of the U.S. antidumping law in
the public policy community. A former analyst
with the Economic Strategl Irntitute and the
New America Foundation, he is the author of
Antidunping Laws and the U.S. Economy, a

stout defense of current rules." At present he
serves as chief t¡ade counsel for the U.S. Senate

Committee on Finance; as a key staffer on the
Senate committee with primary jurisdiction
over trade policy, he plays an important role in
the ongoing debate over antidumping reform.

Mætel's views on the need for antidumping
nrles align doseþwiththose expresed inthe two
U.S. government papers æ well æ those of Wolff
and Stewart. He identifies govemment interver¡
tionism-whether targeted subsidies or the per-

vasive contols of nonmæket economies-æ a

m4jor cause of dumping. In particular, he pays

special attention to the intenelation between

dumping and sanchnry mækets:

A secr¡re closed home mæket or sanc-

tuary market encoumges companiæ to
make aggressive production and e4pan-

sion decisions because they can be cer-

tain of selling a percentage of their pro-
duction at home at good prices. . . .

From a sanctuary mæket, it is also pos
sible to dump in the markets of foreigr
competitors to depress the profit mar-

Other prominent

supporters of the

U.S. antidumping

law concur in the

overall analysis put
forward by the

Bush and Clinton
administrations.



The justification of
antidumping rules

differs sharpþ from

the popular view

that antidumping is

a remedy for
"predatory" private

anti-competitive

conduct.

gins of those competiton and reduce

their funds available for investment in
R&D and mmketing.

Compnnies from munties with open

markets do not e4joythis lurury. . . . Over

time, this puts compnies in open-mmket
counties, such æ the United States, at a
seriors disadranhge in competition with
compania with sanchrary home markets.ã

According to Mastel, a dosed home market
allows a dumping stratery to work by main-
taining a price differential between the home
and e4port markets:

If a company engages in dumping and
its home mæket is open, the price differ-
ential will induce the company's com-
petitors or other resellers to ree4port

dumped products to the dumpers home

mæket. These ree4ports would quickly
pull the home mæket price down to the
dumped price and enase home mæket

profis. Thus, a dosed orresficted home
market is also a virtual precondition to a
succesfi;l dumping sbatery. 6

Mætel ægues that sanctuary markets can be creat-
ed either by govemment-imposed trade baniers or
by govemment acquiescence in the 'þrivate-æctor

protectionism" of anti-competitive collusion.

The justifìcation of antidumping rules
advanced in these analyses differs sharply from
the popular view that antidumping is a remedy
for "predatory" private anti-competitive con-
duct. The Clinton administration's WTO sub-
mission states flatly that "antidumping rules are

not intended as a remedy for the predatory
practices of firms or as a remedy for any other
private anti-competitive practices typically
condemned by competition laws.'z7 Mætel
takes a similar view. "There are only a handful
of cases in recent history," he writes, "in which
it reasonably can be argued that such a system-

atic predatory stratery was being followed.'o8
lnstead, the U.S. government, through two

adminishations, and leading supporters of the
U.S. antidumping law argue that the law is
needed primarily to offset the effects of distor-

tions caused by the anti-market policies of for-
eign govemments. Intewentionist policies, it is
argued, can confer an "artificial" or "unfair"

competitive advantage on foreign producers,

allowing them to charge lower prices in export
markets than at home or to charge below their
cost of production. Antidumping remedies off-
set that artifìcial advantage and thereby restore

a "level playing field."
This approach to defining the problem of

dumping offers a justification for antidumping
n¡les that can be distinguished from simple pro-
tectionism. Many forms of government inter-
ventionism do indeed distort markets and give

particular firms an artificial competitive advanl
tage. Although it remains highly debatabld'

whether trade barriers æe the proper response to
such market distortions, at least it can be main-
tained plausibþ that govemment policy-caused
market distortions are a legitimate problem in
intemational trade. The case for hade barrien
rnnowþ targeted at artificially advantaged firms
is clearly distinguishable from the case for
acros-the-board protectionism.

Some of the æralyses cited above, however,

suggest that dumping c¿n also be the result of
purely private conduct. Thus, Wolffsuggests that
price-discrimirntion dumping can ocor because

of oligopolistic mæket powu and that below-cost

dumping can be due to cros-subsidization by a
multiproduct firm. Stewart also cites cros-subsi-
dization as a posible cause of dumping.

This attempted extension of the definition of
dumping's causes carurot survive carefirl scrutin¡,
Many manufachning industries æe characterized

by oligopolistic competition, and virhrally all
manufacturing enterprises are multiproduct
firms. Yet within the United States, there is no
regulation of price premiums eamed by oligopo
listic firms. For instance, it is not considered legul-

þ actiornble that a companywith a stong brand

rürme can use the stength of its brand to com-
mand a higherprice. Likewise, there is no gener-

al regulation of cros-subsidies by multiproduct
flrms. For erample, a firm that makes razors and
blades may æll the former at or even below cost

in order to ma<imize revenue from the latter. If
domestic firms are completeþ free to engage in
such practices, one cannot argue plausibly that

10
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foreign producm who do e>øctly the same thing
are engaging in unfair tade.ze Any resort to
antidumping remedies in such situatiors is indis-
tinguishable from gæden-variety protectionism.

Missing the Target?

Now thatwe have some sense of the problem
antidumping nles are supposed to solve, we can

tum to judgmg how well those n¡les actually

work. fue antidumping remedies reliably target-
ing artificiat competitive advantages that ræt¡lt
from market-distorting government policies?

Or are they frequently mising their target?

Unforturntely, there is a serious mismatch
between what antidumping nrles acftrally do and

what their zupporters say they are supposed to do.

Antidumpingnles are zupposed to impose trade
banien only æ a resporise to market distortiors,
but as cunently written and enforced they do a
teniblejob of between market dis-
tortions and normal, healthy competition.
Consequently, antidumping remedies frequently
punish foreþ competitors for unexceptionable
busines practica routineþengaged inby domes-

tic industies. In other words, there is a huge gap

between the bæic concepts, principles, and objec-

tives of the Antidumping Agreement and cunent
antidumping practice.

First of all, antidumping nfes are supposed
to identi$i instances of price discrimination or
below-cost sales. In fact, however, the method-
rlogies used in antidumping Ínvestigations can
easily fìnd dumping even when export prices

are above cost and the same as or higher than
prices in the home market. Corsequently, the
mægins of dumping calculated in investiga-
tions are often largeþ or totally artifacts of
flawed methodologies rather than evidence of
the targeted pricing practices.

Second, antidumping mles supposedly target
price discrimination and below-cost sales on the
ground that they are the corßequences ofunder-

þg mæket-distorting govemment policies.

But the tuth is that companies can charge dif-
ferent prices in different markets for perfectly
valid commercial reasons having nothing to do
with govemment interventionism. Likewise,

sales below cost often indicate the presence of
vigorous competition rather than any kind of
market distortion. Accordingþ, if antidumping
rules æe to target the effects of market distor-
tions without collateral damage to normal com-
petition, they must have some mechanism for
weeding out the "false positives." Current
antidumping rules, however, lack any such

mechanism. As a result, antidumping nles fre-
quently punish foreign producers for busines
practices having nothing to do with unfair trade.

Finally, remedies are supposed

to be limited to offsetting adficial competitive
advantages caused by market distortions. In
other words, they are supposed to produce a

"level playing fìeld," not slant the field in favor of
the domestic industry. To that end, antidumping
duties may be imposed only when dumping is

found to cause or tlueaten injury to the domes-
tic industry. Because of flaws in current rules,

however, remedies may be applied even when
alleged dumping from a particular import source

is not harming or even threatening to harm the

domestic indusfy. Furthermore, antidumping
remedies are frequently far in exces of what
would be needed to remedy any harm and thus

exceed the levels æguably needed to secure a
"level playing field."

The flaws in cunent antidumping rules are

examined in great detail in two other Cato
Institute papers. First, we coauthored another
Cato Trade Policy Analysis published earlier this
yem titled "Antidumping 101: The Devilish
Details of 'Unfair Trade' Law."30 In that paper

we provide a detailed analysis of the procedures

and methodologies used in U.S. antidumping
invatigations, illustating the many subtle and
not-so-subtle ways in which the law is biased

against normal, healthy, for.tgt competition.
Second, in a 1999 Cato Trade Policy Anal}.sis

titled'The U.S. Antidumping l-aw: Rhetoric
venus Reality," Brink Lindsey presents a gener-

al overview of how dumping is calculated and
shows that current calculation methodologies

beæ little relation to finding unfafu trade.3'

Rather than repeat at length the analyses and
findings of those papers here, we simply incor-
porate them by reference. Here we take the con-
clusion of those papers-that the U.S.

There is a serious

mismatch between

what antidumping

rules actually do

and what their sup-

portefs say they are

supposed to do.
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The fundamental
problem with

antidumping rules

today is their failure

to limit the applica-

tion of antidump-
ing remedies to

instances of unfair
trade under any

plausible definition
of that term.

antidumping law and, by extension, antidump-
ing laws æound the world, are woefully deficient

in distinguishing between normal,-healthy com-
petition and government-caused mæket distor-
tiors-and examine its implications for the

WTO antidumping negotiatiors.
The fundamental problem with antidump

ing rules today is their failure to limit the appli-
cation of antidumping remedies to instances of
unfair trade under any plausible definition of
that term. That failure defines the gap between

the basic concepts, principles, and objectives of
the Antidumping Agreement and cunent
antidumping practice. Closing that gap by

altering the provisions of the Antidumping
Agreement ought to be the goal of WTO
negotiatÍons-in the present Doha Round and

in future rounds if need be.

Reforming the
Antidumping Agreement

Below we offer a numbu of specific proposals

for reforming the Antidumping Agreement-not
to 'weaken' national antidumping laws, but to
improve them. For eadr proposal, we identify some

element of cunent antidumping practice that con-
flics with ttre bæic concepts, principles, and objec-

tives of the Antidumping Agræment We explain

why the element in question is in need of reform
and then disss how the proposed reform or

reforms would heþ to reduce the gap between

antidumping thmry and antidumping practiæ.

h explaining why reforms are necessary, we

frequently illushate ou¡ analysis with examples of
methodological distortions in cunent U.S.
antidumping practice. We do this, not because

the U.S. law is uniqueþ abusive, but simpþ
because data on U.S. antidumping cases æe much
more accessible to us than equivalent daa from
other counties. hr particulæ, for puqposes of this

study, we were able to gain access to the full evi-

dentiary record of 18 recent U.S. dumping deter-

minatiors. Accordingly, we were able to ølculate
preciseþhow dumping mæginswould be affect-
ed if væious methodological distortiors were

removed-using the companies' actual case data

and the actual computer programs of the U.S.

Department of Commerce for calculating dump-
ing mægirs. Those calculatiors offer telling illus-

fatiors of exactly how methodological distor-
tiors in current antidumping nrles can act to gen-
erate dumping nnrgirs out of thin air.

But reliance on U.S. examples should not be

taken æ a zuggestion that U.S. antidumping rules

are especially flawed or that the U.S. law ought to
be the prime target of WTO negotiatiors. On
the confary, the methodological flaws that
plague the U.S. antidumping law æe the norm
around the world, and changes in the WTO
Antidumping Agreement are needed to restrain
abusæ acros the board. As we documented in an

earlier paper, U.S. exports æe now a leading targefr

of antidumping actiors abroad-and a leadin$
victim of antidumping abuses.3z Accordingly, it
should be remembered that the U.S. govemment
has an "offersive" æ well æ a "defersive" poshrc
in antidumping negotiations.33

Require Evidence of Market Distortions
Critics of the antidumping status quo have

a long laundry list of complaints, but sureþ the
fundamental problem with cu¡rent antidump
ing practice is the failure to require any direct
evidence of underþing market distortions.

The supposed justification for targeting
antidumping remedies at price discrimination
and below-cost sales is that those pricing prac-
tices reflect the existence of underlþg, mar-
ket-distorting government policies. And,
indeed, unusually high home-market prices

can indicate a closed sanctuary market, an(
sustained red ink can be a sign ofsubsidies oi
"soft budget conshaints." But there is a host of
other posible explarntions for intemational
price differences, most of which have nothing
to do with unfair hade under any plausible def-
inition of that term. Likewise with below-cost
sales: loses can be found in healthy, competi-
tive markets as well as in distorted markets.3a

Unforhrately, cunent antidumping practiæ

indudes no mæhanismforweeding out'Talse pos-

itives'-for distinguishirg between thme instances

of targeted pricing practices that achrally reflect
unduþgmarketdistortions and those that have a

perfectly innocent explanation Under presentn:les,

sales at les than normal v¿lue æe simpþ asumed

t2



to be unfair-an assumption tlnt is often com-
pletely usupportable. Corseçently, antidumping

remedies are frquently imposed on e¡<porters for
ensgng in normal commercial conduct tlat has

nothing at all to do with unfair t'ade or an unlevel

playingfield
Antidumping remedies will routineþ deviate

from the bæic concepts, principles, and objec-

tives of the Antidumping Agreement so long æ
this fundamental flaw remains uncorrected.
There are many posible approaches to address-

ing this problem, but we suggest the following
reforms. First, domestic industries should be

required to present evidence of underþg mar-

ket distortions in their antidumping petitions:

Reform Propûel 1: Artide 5.2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
amended to require domestic indusfuies

to pmvide credible evidence ofunderþ-
ing market dístortions in the antidump-
ing petition. If price-discrimination
dumping is alleged, the evidence must
indicate the existence of (1) tariß sþ
nificantly higher than those in the
oçort market under investþtion, (2)

nontariff baniers sipificantþ higho
than those in the e4port market under
investþtioa (3) governmurt rcsftic-
tiorn on competition in the home mar-
ket, or (4) government aquiescence in
private anti-competitive conduct. If
sales-below-cost dumping is alleged,

the evidence mrct relate to the existence

of (1) subsidies that allow penistent
loses to continue or (2) other govenÞ

murt policies tlnt create a "soft budget
conshaint" that allows persistent losss
to continue.

In addition, national antidumping authori-
ties should be required to make a finding of
underþing market distortions before initiating
an investigation as well as in their final deter-
mination of sales at les than normal value:

Refonn Proposal2: Article 5.3 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
revised to require antidumping

authorities, before they initiate an
investigation, to find that the domes-
tic industry has provided credible evi-
dence of underþing market distor-
tions. Furtherrrore, Article 2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
amended to provide that authorities
may find dumping onþ if they deter-
mine, on the basis ofcredible evidence
provided by the domestic industuy,
that the price discrimination or
below-cost sales found during the
investigation reflect the existence of
underþing market distortions as

alleged in the petition.

It should be noted that the reform proposal

above does not corfer any ne\4/ investigatory
povvers on national antidumping authorities. Any
open-ended mandate to investigate "hidden'

trade baniers, anti-competitive conduct, or other
mæket distortions could eæily lead to abusive
"fishing e4peditiors." Responding to antidump-
ing questionrnires is already fæ too burdensome;

requiring ræpondents, under the thneatened use

of "facts available,'s to satisfy antidumping
authorities potentially limitless nriosity about
conditiors in the home mæket would make a bad

situation immeasurabþ worse. Accordingly, in
the above proposal, findings by antidumping
authorities of underþg market distortions are to
be bæed on evidence provided by the domestic

indusûy in its petition and subsequent submis-

sions-not on any independent fact-finding by
the authorities themselves.

Procedural faimes dictates that respondents
in antidumping investigatiors should be able to
rebut the evidence of ma¡ket distortions provid-

ed by the domestic industry. In particulæ they
should be allowed to provide affirmative defers-
es to refute any causal connection between any

market distortions in the home market and the
pricing practices under investigation:

Reform Proposal 3: Article 6 of the
Antidumping should be
revised to give respondents the right
to present evidence that the pricing
practices under investigation are due

Antidumping
remed¡es are

frequentþ imposed

on exporters fof
engaging in normal

commercial conduct

that has nothing at

all to do with unfair
trade or an unlevel
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The use ofthe'tost
test" is probabþ the

single most egregious

methodologicål dis-

tortionincontempe
raryantidumping

practice.

to factors other than market distor-
tions in the home market. In investi-
gations of price-discrimination
dumping, respondents would have the
right to show, for example, that (1)

high home-market prices are due to
normal commercial factorc (for exanp
ple, shong brand-name recognition);
(2) notwithstanding the existence of
higþ prices, the respondent does not
enjoy unusually high home-market
profits on sales of the subject mer-
chandise (and thus does not e4ioy any
artificial competitive advantage); or
(3) the respondentb home market is
too small for high profits in that mar-
ket to confer an artificial competitive
advantage in the export market under
investigation. In investigations of
sales-below-cost dumping, respon-
dents would have the rigþt to shoq
for example, that below-cost sales

were made (1) to maximize the conhi
bution to fixed costs; (2) to maximize
overall revenue of joint products,
products that share overhead, or corrr
plementary goods; (3) to maximize
long-term revenue by exploiting
learning-curve effects or by building
long-term market position; or (4) oth -
erwise as part ofa conscious strategy
to maximize long-term profits.
National antidumping authorities
must take this evidence into account
when determining whether the pric-
ing practices under investigation
actually reflect (rather than merely
coincide with) the existence of under-
lþg market distortions.

The reform proposals above, if adopted,

would mark a significant departure from tadi-
tional antidumping poliry. But the fact is that
traditional poliçy has been sharply at odds with
the basic concepts, principles, and objectives
that it supposedly serves. If the enormous gap

between antidumping rhetoric and antidump
ing reality is to be closed, proposals along the
lines of those suggested above will be an eserr.

tial element of the overall reform program.

Eliminate the CostTest
Cunent antidumping rules fail to achieve

their supposed objectives on two basic levels.

First, as discused above, they make no attempt
to connect the targeted pricing practices of
price discrimination and sales below cost to
underlþg market distorlions. Second, they do
a poor job of identi$ring actual instances of
price discrimination and below-cost export
sales. Because of methodological distortions in
the rules that define dumping, findings of sales

at less than normal value all too frequently have

little or nothing to do with the presence of)

price discrimination or below-cost export salesi

The use of the "cost test" is probabþ the

single most egregious methodological distor-
tion in contemporary antidumping practice.36

Like many other distortions, it skews compar-
isons of home-market and export prices and
thereby artificially inflates dumping margirs.
What is especially noteworthy about the cost

test, though, is that it operates to inflate dump
ing margins under specific conditions that are

the complete opposite of those that supposed-

ly give rise to unfair trade.
The existence and extent of dumping are at

present determined by a comparison of export
prices to "normal value," which is typically
based on prices in the foreign producers home
market. If adjusted export prices are lower than
normal value, dumping is said to exist; the diÊ
ference between normal value and net expoÍ'
prices, divided by net export prices, is the'
dumping margrn or dumping rate.

Under the cost test, home-market sales found
to be below the cost of production æe excluded

from the calcr¡lation of normal value. In other
words, alle4port prices are compared to those of
aily tIrc hi$tx (that is, above-cost) home-ma¡ket
sales. ThÌs asymmetic compæisonskewsthe cal-

dation in favor of finding dumping.
In the U.S. antidumping cases we have

examined, the effect on dumping mægins was
dramatic. As Table 137 indicates, each of the 17

cases agairst market-economy counfies had

margins that were inflated by the cost test
(investigations of countriesjudged to be non-
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market economies use a different method for
calculating dumping in which the cost test is
inelevant). In two cases, the calculated dump
ing margin would have been zero had the cost
test not been administered. Most of the
remaining 15 would have had margirs at least
50 percent lower than the rate ultimately cal-
culated. On average, the 17 cases would have

had margins 59.69 percent lower.38

What posible purpose could be served by
excluding below-cost home-market sales from
normal value? Remember that the theory
behind price-discrimination dumping is that
the foreign producer is enjoying an artificial
advantage because of a sanctuary market at
nome. According to the theory trade barriers
or other restrictions on competition cause

prices (and profits) in the home market to be
artificially high, thus allowing the foreign pro-
ducer to unfairly cross-subsidize cheap export
sales. Consequently, price differences between
the export market and the home market are

supposedly probative of unfair trade because

they might indicate the existence of a closed

sanctuary market in the foreign producer's
home market. \A/hether those price differences

exist, though, cannot be fairly determined if all
the lowest home-market prices are excluded
from the comparison.

Moreover, the existence of below-cost sales

in the home market is actually affirmative evi
dence of the absence of a sanctuary mæket. A
sanctuary market, after all, is supposed to be an

'sland of artifìcially high prices and profits. If
home-market sales at a los æe found in signif-
icant quantities, isn't that a fairþ compelling
indication that there is no sanctuary market?
But because of the cost test, it is precisely under
those conditions that dumping margins are

boosted significantly higher than they other-
wise would be.

This absurd methodologr clearly flies in the
face of the basic concepts, principles, and
objectives of the AntidumpingAgreement. Yet
it is nonetheles specifically authorized under
Article 2.2.1of the cunent agreement. Under
this authority, the cost test has become a cer
tral feature of antidumping investigations. A
survey by one of this study's coauthors of U.S.

antidumping cases over a three-year period
found that only 4 of 37 determinatiors in
which home-market sales were available as a
basis for normal value employed a pure com-
parison of home-market and U.S. prices. In 33

of 37 determinations, or 89 percent of the time,
the Commerce Department excluded some or
all home-market sales through use of the cost

test. The average dumping maryrn when the
cost test was used was 16.14 percent; by com-
parison, in the four determinations when the
cost test wasn't employed, the average dumping
margin was only 4.00 percent.3s

Because the cost test is explicitly authorized
in the current agreement, and because it is such
a regular feature of contemporary antidumping
investigations, resistance to reform in this area

will be fierce. And there is only one reform that
is adequate: outright elimination of the cost tæt.

The pretext for excluding below-cost sales

from normal value is that sudr sales are not "in
the ordinary course of trade." While it might
make sense to exclude certain aberrant sales-
sales of obsolete inventory or of damaged
goods-there is no serious case that unprofitable
sales are outside the ordinary course ofhade. In
normal, healthy, competitive mækets, there is

nothing exhaordinary at all about red ink-
especially on a product-specific rather than a

company-wide basis. It is absoluteþ routine for
companies to fail to cover full costs of produc-

tion on particulæ products at particular times.

Selling below full cost is often the rational, prof-
it-maximizing strategr. As long as variable costs

of production are covered by the selling price,

any contibution that price makes to covering
fixed costs is more than would be received if the
product did not sell at all, which is often the

altemative if the price is incrementally higher.
Accordingþ, the Antidumping Agreement

should be revised to prohibit use ofthe cost test:

Reform Proposal 4: Article 2.2.1 of
the Antidumping Agreement should
be rewritten to make clear that exclu-
sion of home-market sales from the
calculation of normal value is permit-
ted only in the case ofspecified aber-
rational sales. In particular, sales must

The existence of
below-cost sales in
the home market is

actualþ aflirmative
evidence ofthe
absence ofa sanc-

tuary market.
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not be categorized as outside the ordi-
nary course of t¡ade simply because

they are made at less than the fr¡ll cost
ofproduction.

Until this reform is made, antidumping practice

will be¿r little relation to its stated justification of
remedþg mæket distortiors.

Revise Criteria for Use of "Consûucted Value";
Eliminate Profit Component

Supporters of antidumping generally con-
tend that dumping takes two basic forms:
price-discrimination dumping and below-cost
dumping. For the former, the cost test dis-
cused above and many other methodological
distortions discused below ensue that actual

price discrimination is rarely targeted in
antidumping investigatiors, since comparisons
of prices are often badly skewed. Meanwhile,
the inclusion of profit in the c¿Iculation of
"constructed value" means that below-cost
export sales are never directly targeted.

The closest that current antidumping rules
come to examining whether export sales are

below cost is when comtucted value is used æ

the basis of normal value. Corsbucted value is the
U.S. term for an artificial price that is determined
by calculating the unit cost of production for a
given product and thenadding some amount for
profit. Constucted value is used only when (1)

virtually all the foreign producer s sales of the sub-
ject merchandise are to the export market under
rnvestigation (ttat is, no "viable" home market or
third-counfy e4port markets exist); (2) there is a

viable comparison mæket for the merchandise,

but no models sufficiently similæ to those sold in
the export mæket æe sold there; or (3) all sales of
similæ compæison-mæket models have been

excluded by the cost test.

Accordingly, antidumping nrles are egregious

þ misdesigned for the purpose of detecting
below-cost export sales. First of all, erçort sales

are compæed to corstucted value only under

exceptional circumstances that bear no relatiorr
ship whatsoever to the likelihood that e4port sales

maybe belowcosl If the problem to be addressed

is below-cost export sales, what does it matter
whether there are viable mmparison mækets, or

comparable comparison-market products, or
above-cost comparison-mæket products? Those

criteria æe completely inelevant and the¡efore

should not be præonditiors for compæing e4port

prices to constucted value.

Accordingly, the Antidumping Agreement
should be amended to revise the criteria for use

ofconsfucted value:

Reform Pmposal 5: Article 2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to provide for two alternative
bases of normal value: price-to-price
comparisons of export and home-
market sales (unmodified by any cost
test in the home market) and cost of
production (known in the United
States as constructed value). Which
basis is used will depend on the form
of dumping alleged by the petitioner.
In its petition the domestic industry
will allege either price-discrimination
dumping or below-cost dumping,
with appropriate corroborating evi-
dence. If a price-discrimination case is
initiated, normal value will be based

on home-market prices; if a below-
cost case is initiated, normal value will
be based on cost ofproduction.

Furthermore, if the goal is to determine
whether export sales are below cost, then
export prices should be compared to actual unit
costs of production-not cost plus profit. An
ex-factory export price that is lower than the

cost of production plus profìt indicates only
that the export price is below a certain level of
profìtability. Yet supporters of antidumping
generalþ define dumping, not as "insufficient-

Iy profitable" sales, but as below-cost sales. The
remedy should target the problem.

It should be noted that the Bush adminis-
tations recent position paper on hade remedy
rules doæ define dumping more broadly to
include "export pricing at levels below the cost
of production plus a reasonable amou:rt for
selling, general and administative experses

and profit'4o-a formulation that tacls the

definition of constucted value under U.S. law.

If the goal is to

determine whether

export sales are

belowcost, then

export prices should

be comparedto

actual unit costs of
production-not
cost plus profit.
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The present inclu-

sion of profit in
constructed value

serves to inflate
dumping margins

inappropriately.

In support of this more expansive definition, it
can be ægued that a "normal" profìt is part of a

company's cost of capital. In other words, a

company earning a subnormal return is selling
below its full economic costs, if above its full
accounting costs. Nevertheless, the Bush
administrations definition goes beyond the
prevailing chæacterization of dumping-and
is unwarranted in doing so, since any claim that
low profìtability is evidence of market distor-
tions is much weaker than is the case with
respect to outright loses. Determining exactly

what constitutes a normal rate of profìt for a

given company in a given industy at a given

time is signifìcantly more difficult than deter-
mining whether or not that company is losing
money. Moreover, low profìts are generally sus-

tainable over much longer periods than a¡e

outright loses. Persistent failure to eam com-
petitive returns can undermine a company's

ability to make necessary investments and
thereby may lead eventually to oufight losses;

it may also threaten the employment security

of the company's management. Unlike sus-

tained losses, though, low profitability in and of
itself does not imperil a company's solvenqy

and fuhre as a going concem. Accordingly,
even chronicalþ low profits are much less sug-
gestive of "artifìcial" market conditions caused

by government policies than is genuine red ink.
The present inclusion of profit in corsfucted

value serves to inflate dumping mægins irnppro-
priately.n' kr 5 of the 18 actual U.S. dumping
determinatiors that we examined, consfucted
value wæ used for at least some product compar-

isors. ln 4 of those 5, the profit element influ-
enced the outcome. Had profit not been added to
corstucted value, the average calculated durnp-

ing mægin would have been 11.02 percent lower

[able Ð. In partiorlæ, the margin reduction

would have been 22.80 percent in an investiga-

tion involving concrete reinforcing ban from
Moldora, 18.25 pucent in an investigation of sta-

tic random acces memories (SRAM$ from
Taiwan, and 13.91 percent in an investigation
concemÌng dynamic random acces memories
(DRAMs) fromTaiwan.

Those findings agree with earlier findings

made by one of the coauthon. In the 1998 U.S.

investigation of preærved musluooms from India,
the Commerce Depætmentcalndated a dumping
margrn of 7.94 percent for Deng/Surya Jaya; if
profit had not been induded, the mægin wor:ld
have fallen to 4.88 percent-39 percent lower. In
the 1997 U.S. investigation of cut-to-length steel

plate from Chirn, Liaoning's dumping marginwæ
found to be 17.33 percent; itwould have been onþ
5.43 percent-69 percent lower-if profit had not
bæn added to consfructed value.az

The Antidumping Agreement should
therefore be amended æ follows:

Reform Proposal 6: Artide 2.2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be {
revised to exclude profit from the calcu- \.

lation of cost of production (known in
the United States as conshuctedvalue).

If negotiaton æe unable to make this reform,

an altemative, "second best" proposal is to revise the
way profit is calculated. Under current pnctiæ,
profit is usualþ calculated on the bæis of abve-mf
omprinn-market rls only. Clmrly, if an stimat-
ed amount for profit must be included in con-
shucted value, then limiting corsideration to orily
the profitable sales distorts the actual proûtability
picture, artificially inflating therefore

normal value, and therefore dumping margirs.

Cunent practice can result in absurdly high
amot¡nts for profit For e>ample, in the 1997 U.S.

investigation of melamine institutional dinnerware

from Taiwa[ Chen HaoTaiwanwasgivena prof-

itnteof 25.77 percent;in the pæallel investiptior¡'
ofdinnen¡ræe from lndonesia, PT MultiRayawai
given a profit rate of 22.61percent. The average

profit rate for the U.S. plætic products indusry, by
confast, wæ only 5.23 percenla3The methodolo

ry of using only above-cost sales for calculation of
proût routineþ yields zuch absurd results.

Accordingly, if consftucted-value profìt is
retained, its calculation should be reformed:

Reform Ploposal 7: If profit is not
exduded altqgether fr,om tlæ calculation
of cost of produc{ion, it should be based

on actual representative profit rates for
the srbject me¡drandise. Specificalty,
pmfit rates should be based on average
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indushy-wide profit rates derived from
public sornces. In any event profitshould

never-be calfllated on the basis of the
for.igt poduær's (or anyone elseb)

above-costsalesonly.

While any inclusion of profìt in consfucted
value is inconsistent with the bæic concepts,

principles, and objectives of the Antidumping
Agreement, the reform outlined above would at
least curtail some of the most egregious abuses

created by this methodological distortion.

Eliminate Use ofThird-Country Sales in
Calculating Normal Value

Article 2.2 of the present Antidumping
Ageement provides for the use of third-county
sales as the basis of normal value under specified
circumstances-in partiorlæ, when the foreign
producer under investigation doæ not sell the
subject merchandise in its home market or sells

in irsufficient volumes there to "permit a proper
comparison." Although expressþ allowed under
current antidumping rules, a comparison of
third-county prices to export prices has no
rational relatíon to the bæic concepts, principles,

and objectives of the Antidumping Agreement.
Dumping, once again, is supposed to con-

sist of either international price discrimination
that reveals the existence of a sanctuary market
or below-cost sales that reveal some underl¡
ing, market-distorting government policies. A
comparison of export and third-county prices

s incapable of identifying either phenomenon.
First, and most obviousþ, a comparison of
prices in the export market under investigation
to prices in other export ma¡kets says nothing
about whether the investigated sales are below

cost. Second, while differences between
e4port-market prices and third-country prices

can posibþ show international price discrimi-
nation, they cannot reveal a sanctuary market.
Any foreþ producer under investigation is an
"outsider" as far as all third-country markets are

concemed; it is hindered, not helped, by any
government barriers that block access to its
export sales. If for some reason the company is

eaming highu prices in that third country, the
reason cleæly is not that government-imposed

bariers are shielding it from competition. On
the contrary, it had to overcome any barrien
that were present in that third-country market
to be selling there at all. Meanwhile, prices
charged in a third country indicate nothing
about whether a firm's home mæket is closed.

Since a comparison of erçort-market and
third-counfy pricæ cannot posibþ identify any

of the practices supposedly targeted by
policy, it follor¡n that third-counûy

prices are an inappropriate bæis for normal value.

Accordingly, the Antidumping Agreement needs

to be revised along the following lines:

Reform Proposal 8: Article 2.2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
amended to provide that, in the
absence of sufficient home-market
sales, there is no basis for an allegation
of price-discrimination dumping.

After this reform, the petitioning domestic
industies would still be able to allege below-
cost dumping in those cases where there are

insufficient home-market sales. But it would
no longer be possible to allege price-discrimi-
nation or sanctuary-market dumping when the
alleged sanctuary market doesn't even exist.

Prohibit "Zeroing"
The practice of "zeroing' is one of the most

notorious distortions in current antidumping
methodolory.aa It occurs in the final dumping
determination, when the foreign producers
export prices (whether individual trarsactiors or
model-specific averages) æe compared to nor-
mal value (usually average prices of comparable
home-market merchandise).'ü/hen normal
value is higher than the e4port price, the differ-
ence is teated as the dumping amount for that
sale. When, however, the export price is higher,

the dumping amount is heated æ equal to zero.

All dumpingamounts are then added and divid-
ed by the aggregate export sales amount to yield

the company's overall dumping margn.
Zerorrgthus eliminates "negative dumping

margins" from the dumping calculation. In so

doing, it can create dumping margins out of
thin air. Consider the results of the 18 U.S.

The practice of
"zeroing" is one of
the most notorious

distortions in cur-
rent antidumping
methodolory.

t
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Eliminating zeroing

would help to
en$re that the

price differences

targeted by

dumping determinations that we were able to
examine. All of the 17 determinations involv-
ing mæket economies had margins inflated by
zeroing. In 5 of the cases, the overall dumping
margin would have been negative. On average,

the mægin results of the 17 cases would have

been 86.41 percent lower if zeroing had not
been employed (see Table 1).

The practice of zeroing has been found to
violate the cu¡rent Antidumping Agreement.
In a case brought by India against the
European Union involving bed linen, the
WTO Appellate Body nrled in March 2001
that the EU's practice was WTO-inconsis-
tent.as The European Union has since changed
its practice as a consequence of the Appellate
Body's ruling, but it still has not abandoned

zeroing completeþ.a6
The practice of zeroing continues unabated

in other jurisdictions, most notabþ the United
States. The U.S. Department of Commerce
has thus far refused to alter its practice, dis-
mising the EU-BedLinen case on the ground
that the United States was not a party. Given
the EU's continued (if limited) use of zeroing,
the United States' complete intransigence, and
the need generally to provide certainty for
worldwide antidumping practice, a revision of
the Antidumping Agreement to expresly pro-
hibit zeroing is called for:

Reform Proposal 9: Article 2 of the
Antidumping should be
revised to clarify that the practice of
zeroing is prohibited. Specifically,
when calculating dumping margins,
negative dumping amounts (i.e.,
instances in which export prices are

higþer than normal value) should be
heated as sudr and given their fr¡ll
weight in the calculation of the foreþ
pmducer's overall dumpiag margin.

Especiaily in light of the Appellate Body's deci-

sioninthe EU-BdLínencase, this reform would
be in full acmrd with the bæic concepts, principles,

and objectives of the Antidumping AgreemenL

Any measurement of intemational price differ-
ences thatrecognizes differences in or$ one direc-

tion and systematically igrores differences in the
other direction hæ no methodological validity

whatsoever. Eliminating zeroing would heþ to
ersure that the price differences targeted by
antidumping remedies actually exist in reality and

æe notjust artifacts of skewed methodologies.
To close the door on zeroing complete$, it

would be helpfui to supplement the reform
proposal above as follows:

Reform Proposal 10: Article 2.4.2 of
the Antidumping Agreement should
be amended to require that, in both
original investigations and adminísha-
tive reviews, dumping margins must be t

calculated on the basis of comparing
average export prices to average nor-
mal values or else hansaction-specific
export prices to hansaction-specific
normal rnlues. Comparisons of indi
vidual export prices to average normal
values are never allowed.

Under the onrent Antidumping Agreement,
Article 2.4.2 provides that "in the investigation
phase" dumping mægirs shall "normally'' be

established on the bæis of comparing average

prices to average prices or tansaction-specific
prices to tansaction-specific prices. It does,

however, allow comparisorn of individual export
prices to average normal values "if the authori-
ties fi¡d a pattern of export prices which differ
significantly among different purchæers, regions
or time periods." The ostensible pu¡pose of thiq
exception is to addres instances of so-called tæ-
geted dumping, in which untairly low prices to
specific customers or regions or at specific times
are masked by higher prices otherwise.

The current wording of Article 2.4.2 aeatæ
posible openings for the continued use of zero-
ing notwithstanding the Appellate Body's opin-
ion in the EU-Bú Lnen case. As explained
above (see endnote 46), the Appellate Body
concluded that zeroing is WTO-incorsistent
because it prevents true average-to-average
comparisors as called for by Artícle 2.4.2.Tkns
reasoning leaves open the posibility that zero-
ing may be permisible when dumping is calcu-
lated another way. lndeed, since the agreement

antidumping reme-

dies actually exist

in reality and are

notjust artifacts

ofskewed

methodologies.
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e4plicitly allows individual-to-average compar-
isons under certain circumstances, and since

those comparisons would yield exactly the same

results æ average-to-average comparisons unles
zeroing is employed for the former, there is a
plausible argument that zeroing is implicitly
permitted under current WTO rules whenever
individual-to-average comparisons are allowed.

Thus, zeroing may be consistent with
Article 2.4.2 as cunently worded in targeted
dumping cases. That is the EU's position at
present.aT In addition, the United States claims
that Article 2.4.2's reference to "the investiga-
tion phase" implies that average-to-average

:omparisons are the rule only in investigations,
and that individual-to-average comparisons are

allowed generally in administrative reviews.

Accordingly, the U.S. Department of
Commerce cunently uses average-to-average
comparisons in investigations and individual-
to-average comparisons in reviews-with
zeroing used in both methodologies.as Thus,
even if the United States eventually loses a

WTO challenge along the lines of the EU-Bed
Linen case, it could continue to argue that
zeroing remairs permisible, not only in target-
ed dumping situations during original investi-
gations, but also in all administrative reviews.ae

A cleæ mle agairst individual-to-average
comparisons under any circumstances is neces-

sary to eliminate all uncertainty and ensure that
zeroing is completely abolished. As to concerns

about targeted dumping, allowing the imposi-
'ion of customer-specific antidumping duty
rates would be preferable to the exaggeration of
overall duty rates that zeroing causes.

Eliminate Asymmehic Treaùnent of Indirect
Selling Expenses

Dumping calculations are not based on a
comparison of actual sales prices in the com-
parison and e4port markets. Rather, antidump
ing authorities perform numerous adjustments
to actual sales prices and then compare the
adjusted "net" prices. The adjustments are

designed to produce "applesto-apples" com-
parisons by taking into account differences in
transportation costs, physical cha¡acteristics,
credit terms, wananty terms, and other selling

expenses. If, however, adjustments are made
asymmetrically-that is, subtraclions æe made

from the export price but not from the home-
market price-dumping mægins can be gener-
ated out of thin air.

At present a glæing aqymmetry exists in the
teatnent of indirect selling erçernes in "corr

stucted export price" situations. Under U.S. law,

indirect selling e4perses arc o(penses that do not
vary direc-tly with the volume of salæ-sales staff
salaries, sales department overhead, and the like.

In export price sihratiors-that is, when the for-
eþ producer sells directly to an urnelated pur-
chæer in the e4port mæket-no adjustment is

made to export or home-mæket prices for such

indirect selling erçerses. But in "constructed

export price" situations-when the foreþ pro
ducer sells to urnelated customers through a relat-
ed reseller in the export market-certain indirect
e4penses æe deducted. Specifically, all indirect

ælling experses incuned with specific respect to
the erçort mæket are deducted from the export
price, but the adjustrnent to home-mæket price

for home-mæket-related indirect selling e4pers-

es is capped at the amount of the e4port-mæket
indirect selling expenses. All home-mæket-relat-

ed indirect selling experses in exces ofthe cap are

simpþ disregarded.

There is no posible justification for úús

asymmeüy. The poliçy of deducting export-
market indirect e4penses is appæently based on
the asumption that ræales by the reseller in the

e4port market are on a different level of tade-
and therefore that those resale prices include
additional e4perses-than are direct sales by the

foreign producer in the home market. That
assumption, though, is completeþ arbitæy. It
may be that the reseller's customers are large

national distibutors, while the foreþ producer

sells directly to small local wholesalers-in
which case the home-mæket price actually has

more of the distibution chain built into it than
does the export price. Why then should the
adjustment for home-market indirect selling

elpenses be limited to the amount of similar
expenses incuned in the e4port market?

This asymmetry-known as the "CEP off-
set cap"-skews dumping calculations in the
direction of higher dumping mægins.s If

At present a glaring

asymmetry exists in
the treatment of
indirect selling

expenses in "con-

structed expoft
price" situations.
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It makes no sense

to a{iust prices

automatically for
indirect selHng

expenses.

export-market indirect expenses are greater

than equivalent home-market expenses, then

both are fulþ taken into account; if, however,
the home-mæket expenses æe greater, they âie

capped. The result in that case is an artifìcially
inflated normal value-and an ætifìcially
infl ated dumping margln.

As shown in Table 1, 10 of the 18 actual U.S.

cases we examined would have had lower
dumping margirs if the asymmetry of the CEP
offset cap had been elimirnted. For example, in
2 reviews involving tapered roller bearings from

Japan (one review involved "læge" bearings; the
other involved "small" bearings), if no indirect
selling expenses had been deducted on either
side, the dumping maryn in the læge beæings

case would have been 25.55 percent lower, and

its rate in the small bearings case could have

been 15.84 percent lower. For the 10 determina-
tiors involving CEP transactions, the average

effect of elimirnting the deduction of indirect
selling expenses was to reduce the dumping
margn by 9.06 percent.

It makes no sense to adjust prices automat-
ically for indirect selling expenses. There is no
reasonable basis for asuming such overhead

costs are built directly into the selling price.

Stripping them out of the price, instead of cre -
ating fairer price comparisons, produces price

comparisons even more removed from the
actual market reality of real sales prices. This
artifìciality is exacerbated by the asymmetry of
always deducting all export-market indirect
selling expenses while only partially deducting
equivalent home-market e4perses. The proper
approach would be to end the automatic
deduction ofany indirect selling expenses from
either the const¡ucted export price or the
home-market price.

At present the Antidumping Agreement is
silent on the specific issue of the CEP offset

cap (although Article 2.4 does require a "fair

comparison" between export price and normal
value). Accordingly, supplemental language is

necessary to make clear that this arbitrary and
asymmehic distortion is prohibited:

Reform hoposal 11: Artide 2.3 of the
Antidumping Agreement (which deals

with conshucted export price sihra-
tions) should prohibit the automatic
deduction of indirect selling expenses

from either the constructeil export
price or the comparison-market price.
In situations where the related reseller's

sales in the export market are deemed
to take place on a different level of
hade from sales in the home market,
differences in indirect selling expenses

might serve as one possible basis for
quanti$ing the appropriate level-of-
hade adjusûnent.

This reform would eliminate the asymmetry o{
the CEP offset cap by eliminating indirect-r
selling-expense deductions altogether in nor-
mal cases. As a result, price comparisons would
be fairer and more realistic-and the chances

of penalizing frms for normal commercial
conduct simply because of flawed methodolo-
gies would be conespondingly reduced.

Revise the Annb-Length Test
The Antidumping Agreement is cunently

silent about the teatment of comparison-mæket

sales to affiliated parties.sl As a result, national
antidumping authorities have a great deal of lati-
tude in addresing this isue-with conespond-

ing potential to skew mægirs significantly.
The practice in the United States has been to

give special scrutiny to comparison-mæket sales

made to customers that are judged to have an
affiliation with the foreigr producer.s' Pursuant/
to what is known æ the "arm's-length test," the\

U.S. Department of Commerce includes affili-
ated sales in the calculation of normal value only
if they meet certain standards.

The puqpose of the test is to determine
whether sales to affiliated customers in the com-
parison market have been made at prices and on
terms comparable to those granted to urnffliated
customers. The test involves comparisorn of the
average net selling prices per product for each

affiliated customer to the average net prices per
product to all urnfiliated customm. Ratios are

calculated for each unique combination of affili-
ated customu and product-provided that the
product was also sold to at leæt one unaffiliated
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customer-where the affiliated net price is the
numerator and the average unafiliated net price

is the denomirntor. From these individual ratios

for each affliate, a weighted-average ratio is cal-

culated. If that ratio is equal to or greater than

99.5 percent, then all sales to the affiliate æe

accepted æ having been made at arm's length.

Othenruise, all sales to that afffliate æe excluded

from the calculatiors of average compæison-
market prices.s3 The appæent theory behind this
practice is that affliated orstomers may receive

more favorable sales terms than do unaffliated
customm, and thus the test is designed to find
and eliminate sales to affiliated customen that

have paid lower prices on average.

The cu¡rent U.S. arm's-length test is seri-

ousþ flawedJ4 First of all, it is asymmetrical,

since it ignores the equally likely posibility
that prices to affiliates might be higher than
those to unaffìliated customers. If the affìliates

are seeking to maximize their combined wel-
fare (which is the implicit premise of the arm's-
length test), it might be optimal to show high-
er revenues for the seller (to athact investors,
improve the stock value, etc.) and higher costs

for the buyer (to avoid t¿x liabilities, etc.). Yet,

only when sales to affiIiates are lower than sales

to unaffiliated customers are they excluded.
The curent test's asymmetry has the effect of
raising average prices in the comparison mar-
ket, and hence raising dumping margins.

Not only is the asymmetric application of
the test inappropriate, but because it ignores

he reality that prices vary within and between
indushies and over time, the 99.5 percent

tlueshold is simply arbitrary. While in some
industries or in some years, there may be very
little price variation, prices may vary widely in
other situations. What this suggests is that the
threshold for deviations from the average price
should be more liberal whenwider price varia-

tion is normal. A constant benchmark makes

no sense in light of this inherent væiability.
And why should ratios below that level be con-

strued as evidence that prices were manipulat-
ed to lower normal value anyway? Cor.rld there
not be other reasons? If an arm's-length test is

to be used at all, the relevant threshold should
reflect the range of prices offered in that par-

ticular market, industry, or time-and it should
be applied symmetrically.

As evidenced in Table 1, the arm's-length
test can severely inflate dumping margins.
Eliminating the test from the dumping calcu-

lation affected the results in 8 ofthe 13 cases in
which the test was used (affìliated sales were
not an isue in 5 of the l8 cases), with an over-

all average reduction in the dumping margin of
6.95 percent. In each ofthe 8 cases affected, the
mægin decreased. In an investigation of hot-
rolled steel from Japan, the company's dump
ing margin decreased by 15.97 percentls The
margin decreased by 52.60 percent for a com-

pany in a review concerning stainless steel

sheet and strip from Japan.
Some reform of the U.S. test is necesary even

under the ornent Antidumping Agreement. In
The Japanæe Hot-Rollú Stæl cæe, the WTO
Appellate Body ruled that the U.S. test's aqym-

mety is inconsistent with WTO rules.s ln
response to the WTO's mling, the U.S.
Department of Commerce is now proposing to
change the test. Under the new approach, all sales

under a 98 percent threshold and above a i02
percent ttneshold would be eliminated.Y The
proposed new "band" approach elimirntes the
arm's-length test's aqymmefy, but the fixed 98

percent and 102 percent thresholds, like the cur-

rent 99.5 percent ttneshold, æe simpþ æbihary.
However the United States ultimately

responds to the WTO's ruling, there is a need to
revise the Antidumping Agreement and clarit'
the standards for dealing with sales to affiliated
parties. Since evidence of price manipulation is

nearþ imposible to ascertain by comparing aver-

age prices, and since the presumption that manip-
ulation is evidenced by slightly lower prices to
affiliates is patently unfair, the Antidumping
Agreement should be revised to instuct national
authorities to simpþ eliminate all abnormally

high-priced andlow-priced sales in the compæi-
son market to affiliated parties from the calculæ

tion of normal value. And rather than allow
to be defined subjectiveþ by each

national authority, valid statistical methods
should be required. For enmple, average (mean)

prices might be ølmlated along with the stan-
dard deviations, which reflect the variance of each

If an arm's-length

test is to be used at

all, the relevant

threshold should

reflect the range of
prices offered in
that particular mar-

ket, industry, or

time-and it
should be applied
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Under cunent

antidumping rules,

sales ofsecondary

merchandise in
the export market

almost always give

individual price from that average. Those sales at
prices exceeding the average plus two (or tluee)

standæd deviations and at below the average

minus two (or three) standard deviations should
be dropped. Such an approach would reduce the

skewing impact of abenational comparison-mæ-
ket sales on the overall picture of that mæket.

Thus, the Antidumping Agreement should
be revised along the following lines:

Reform Proposal 12: Article 2 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
revised to require that the exclusion of
comparison-market sales to affiliated
parties be administered in a symmet-
rical manner to both higher and lower
non-arm's-length sales terms.
Furthermore, Article 2 should require
a statistically sourd methodologr for
determining whether or not sales

prices are at arm's length.

Special Consideration for "Off-Quality" or
"Secondary" Merchandise

The Antidumping Agreement is currenü
silent on the treatment of "off-quality" or "sec-

ondary" merchandise. This silence needs to be

remedied, since export sales of off-quality mer-
chandise now tend to generate large dumping
margirs-not because of any unfair tade, but
simply as a result of methodological flaws in
dumping calculations.

Production processes do not always yield
exactly what was intended: If the output fails to
meet desired specifications or tolerances, it is

considered off-quality or secondary mercharr
dise. Especially in indusfies where product
specifìcatiors reflect inflexible safety standards

or engineering requirements, off-quality output
often cannot be sold for its intended purpose.

Neverttreles, secondary merchandise may have

some value to a customer, as an input for a less-

er product or as scIap material, for example. In
these cæes the producer is better off selling the
secondary merchandise rather than simply
scrapping it, but it usually must sell the off-qual-
ity products at a substantial discount.

Under current antidumping rules, sales of sec-

ondary merchandise in the e4port mæket almost

always give rise to high dumping margins.s
Ideally, such sales would be compæed to equiva-

lent sales in the home mæket. Such compæisons

are usually piecluded, however, by the operation
of the cost test. Although secondary merchandise

must be sold at lower prices than the prime mer-
chærdise it was intended to be, it costs the same

to produce æ prime merchandise. fu a result, off-
quality merchandise is almost always sold at
prices below the cost of production. With all

home-mæket sales of off-quality goods eliminat-
ed by the cost test, export sales ofsecondary mer-
chandise must be compæed to much higher
priced home-mæketsales of prime merchandise.

Antidumping rules do provide for pricg
adjustments for physical differences in products.

When export sales are compared to home-mæ-
ket sales of nonidentical merchandise, a "differ-

ence-in-merchandise," or DIFMER, a{ust-
ment is made to compensate for physical differ-
ences and thereby, presumably, ensure an
"applesto-apples" comparison. Unforturately,
however, DIFMER adjustments are typically
c¿lcrlated æ the difference in the variable costs

of the models being compared. \Mhile there are

real and important physical differences between
prime and off-quality merchandise, there æe no
cost differences, and therefore no bæis for a

DIFMER a{usünent. Accordingly, when off-
quality e4port sales arc comparcd to prime
home-market sales, typically there is no adjust-
ment of the læge price difference between them,
and the end result is a large dumping margin on
those sales. (

Much of the problem with secondary mer-'
chandise would disappear if the cost test were
eliminated. Export sales of off-quality goods
could be compared to equivalent home-market
sales-provided such sales existed in the home
markel But if the cost test is retained, some-
thing needs to be done about this specific

problem. And even if the cost test is eliminat-
ed, the problem still a¡ises whenever there are

export sales of secondary merchandise but no
conesponding home-market sales.

Accordingly, even if the cost test is elimi-
nated, but especially if it isn t, the Antidumping
Agreement needs to be modified along the fol-
lowinglines:

rise to high dumping

margms.
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Reform hoposal 13: Article 2 of the
Antidumping Agreement needs to
include a special pmvision dealing with
sales of secondary merchandise in the
export market. This provision should
require national antidumping authori-
ties either to (1) disregard sales ofoff-
quality merchandise in their dumping
calculations or (2) compare export sales

of off-quality merchandise to corre-
sponding comparison-market sales

wÍthoutregard to whether the compar-
ison-mmket sales are below the full
cost of production. If export sales of
off-quality merchandise are included
in the dumping calculation, but there
are no corresponding home-market
sales, comparisons of the export sales

to comparison-market sales of prime
merchandise should receive a special

DIFMER adjrshnent that reflects the
average price difference between prime
and secondary subject merchandíse.

Under current rules, e4port sales of off-
quality merchandise are virtually certain to
generate dumping mægins-simply because of
quirk in dumping-calculation methodologies.
As a result, companies æe being punished for
normal commercial practices that have nothing
to do with unfair trade under any plausible def-
inition of that term. Fidelity to the basic con-
cepts, principles, and objectives of the
\ntidumping Agreement requires that this
abuse be eliminated.

Tighten Standards on Causation of hiury
In keeping with traditional practice, the cur-

rent Antidumping Agreement requiræ more

than simply a finding of dumping before
antidumping remedies may be imposed. In
addition, it requires a finding that dumped
imports are causing "material rqjury" (or threat
of material rrùury) to a domestic industy. This
i4jury requirement is in keeping with the bæic
concepts, principles, and objectives of the
Antidumping Agreement-nameþ, that bade-
reshicting remedies be used to offset artificial
competitive advantages caused by underþg

mæket distorLions. If imports a¡e not materially
affecting the competing domestic industy, then
cleæþ there is no artificial competitive advan-

tage to be offset-and thus no cause for
antidumping remedies.

Unfortunateþ, implementation of the injury
requirement is seriousþ flawed under current
antidumping rules. The chief problem is the

absence ofclear standards forjudging whether
there is a causal link between dumped imports
and injury to a domestic industry. Under U.S.

law, the usual approach of the Intemational
Trade Commision hæ been to engage in a so-

called bifi:rcated analysis: fust, determining
whether a domestic indusfy is injured; and, sec-

ond, determining whether subject imports con-
stitute "a cause" of that injury. With this
approach, assuming the domestic indusfy is
doing poorþ and that import volumes are up (or

at least substantial, even if flat or falling) and

prices are down (or at leæt consistently lower
than the domestic indusfy's prices), it is always

posible for the commision to fìnd that imports
have made at leæt some contibution to the
domestic indusfy's condition-and thus to
make an affìrmative determination.

This approach has absoluteþ no analytical
rigor. Any coincidence of significant or rising
imports and poor industry performance can

serve as the basis for imposing antidumping
remedies. There æe no standards for distiru
guishing between mere coincidence and actual

causation; accordingþ, the commision has vir-
tually unchecked discretion to confuse the for-
mer with the latter. The analysis of causation is

a "black box'-there is no way of predicting
when the commision will find injury, or even of
being sure that commisionen dont secretly

resort to exÍastahrtory criteria in making their
determinations. That said, U.S. practice is a

model of farspæenry and high analytical stan-

dæds compared to what goes on in many other
antidumping jurisdictions.

At a bare minimum, WTO rules should be

amended to require, as a necessary but not suf-
ficient condition for finding i4jury, the exis-
tence of a clearly established correlation
between increased imports and declining
domestic industy performance. Accordingly,

The analysis of cau-

sation is a "black

box"-there is no

wayof predicting

when the commis-

sion will find injury,

or even ofbeing

sure that commis-

sioners don't secret-

þ resort to

extrastatutory crite-
ria in making their
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It is necessary to
push beyond mere

correlation and

require the estab-

lishment of a causal

link between

imports and injury.

we propose a change in the Antidumping
Agreement along the following lines:

Reform Proposal 14: futide 3.5 of tñe
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to provide that no aftrmative
injury determination shall be made in
the absence ofa substantial cnrrelation
between increased imports during the
period of investigation and declining
operating profìts for the domestic
industry during the corresponding
period. The required increase in
imports may take the form of either an

absolute increase in import volume or a

relative increæe (i.e., an increase in
market share). In codi$ing this
requirement, the Antidumping
Agreement should make dear that the
mere presence of such a correlation,
standing alone, does not necessitate an
affi rmative determination.

If imports have not increased (whether in
absolute or market-share terms) during the peri-

od of investigation, there is no analytically tenable

bæis for concluding that anywoes zuffered by the
domestic industry during that period æe due to
imports rather than some other factor. Although
there a¡e many indicators of industy perfor-
mance besides operating profis (including sales

volumes, average prices, investment, and employ-

men$, operating profis go to the heart of an
industy's well-being. Profit levels reflect both
volumes and prices, and they have a direct impact
on investment and employment. A bright-line
requirement of a substantial (i.e., statistiølly sig
nificanÐ correlation between increæed imports
and dedining operating profis is therefore emi-
nently sersible on the merits and hæ the added
advantage of establishing some minimal analyti-

cal tarsparency inthe iqjury process.se

But appropriate standards for gurding injury
determinations cannot stop here. It is not
enough to show that imports could have been

resporsible for the domestic industry's deterio-
rating condition. It is necessarJ¡ to push beyond

mere conelation and require the establishment
of a causal link between imports and injury.

Current WTO rules do make some effort
along these lines. Specifiølly, under the "non-

attribution requirement" of Article 3.5,
antidumping authorities are required to "exam-

ine any known factors other than dumped
imports which at the same time are injuring the
domestic industry, and the irluries caused by
these other factors must not be athibuted to the
dumped imports." In a Japanese challenge to the
U.S. antidumping investigation of hot-rolled
steel, the WTO Appellate Body made clear

that, under this provision, antidumping author-
ities are not allowed to lump imports with other
factors and determine that, collectively, all the

factors are causing injury. Rather, authoritisl'
must disentangle imports from other factors anci.

judge their injurious effects sepæately:

We recognize, therefore, that it may
not be easy, as a practical matter, to
sepamte and distinguish the injurious
effects of different causal factors.
However, although this proces may
not be easy, this is preciseþ what is
envisaged by the non-attribution lan-
guage. If the injurious effects of the
dumped imports and the other known
factors remain lumped together and
indistinguishable, there is simply no
means of knowing whether injury
ascribed to dumped imports was, in
reality, caused by other factors. Article
3.5, therefore, requires investigating
authorities to undertake the process of (
asessing appropriateþ, and separating

and distinguishing, the injurious
effects of dumped imports from those
of other known causal factors.6o

The Appellate Body's inte4pretation of the
nonatfibution requirement, though, tlreatens
to lead antidumping investigations into
intractable factual and analytical difficulties. In
two opinions dealing with causation of injury
in the context of the Agreement on Safeguards,
the Appellate Bodyruled that, once an admin-
istering authority isolates the injurious effects

of imports from those of other causal factors,
the authority need not fìnd that increased
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imports alone are causing or threatening
oúury.u' Rather, the authority need fìnd only a
"genuine and substantial relationship of cause

and effect" between imports and injury that
may be the result of many causes.62

How this murky formulation should be

applied in practice is unclear. What the
Appellate Body's standard appears to involve is
some weighing of different causal factors-
that is, asigning relative importance to all the
various causal factors and then determining
whether imports alone contribute "enough" to
the combined injurious effect. In many cases,

however, such a task would be so analytically
daunting as to be impracticable.

There is an eæierand betterway. We suggest

that the approach rejected by the Appellate
Body in the context of the Safeguards
Agreement be made an explicit requirement in
the Antidumping Agreement:

Reform Proposal 15: Article 5.3 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to require that antidumping
authorities must find that dumped
imports, considered alone, are causing

material i4iury or tlneat thereof.

How is this requirement to be administered

when there are multiple causal facton involved?
The properapproach is something along the linæ
of the so-called unitary causation analysis, which
wæ used in the past by some members of the U.S.
Intemational Trade Commision. Specifically,

antidumping authorities should uæ bæic tools of
quantitative economic analysis to determine
whether the domestic indusfy is materially worse
off because of dumped imports-or, in other
words, whether application of the proposed

antidumping møsures would make the domestic
industy materially better off.

To make this determination, the administer-
ing authority would need to estimate the substi-
tutability of subject and nonsubject imports,
subject imports and domestic production, and
domestic production and other goods. If non-
subject imports substitute eæily for subject

imports, then the effect of antidumping reme-
dies will be limited, since nonsubject imports

will simpþ fill the place formerþ occupied by
subject imports. If subject imports and domestic

production arc not good substitutes (for exam-
ple, if there æe quality differences or other forms
of product differentiation), then the injurious
effect of subject imports on the prices of domes-
ticalþ produced merchandise will be attenuated.
And if other products æe good substitutes for
the subject merchandise, the effect of antidump-
ing remedies will again be limited, because

domestic producers will be consÍained from
increæing prices because of competition from
substitute goods.

Here then is an analytically sound approach

to determining causation of injury. It is shaight-
forwæd and adminisnable: making reasornble
estimates of substitutability is far easier than
asesing individually several different causal

factors and asigning to each some level of cul-
pability for an industry's condition. This
approach opens up the black box of current
injury analysis and makes clear exactly what
conditiors of competition need to be assessed.

A unit¿ry-style approach to causation is not
mechanical it requires judgment ølls and inter-
pretation of evidence. Accordingly, it does not
eliminate contovenry or conflicting inteqpretæ

tions. Nevertheles, it at least specifies the factors

that bear on causation and makes them banspæ-

ent. Revising the Antidumping Agreement to
require such an approach would be a dramatic
step toward making the injuryrequirement oper-

ational in an a consistent, administrable, and
intellechrally credible manner.

Change Standards for "Negligibility''
Under the cunent Antidumping Agreement,

national antidumping authorities æe authorized

to "cumulate" imports from multiple counties
for purposes of making an injury determination.
In other words, authorities can group together

the imports from some or all counties under
investigation and determine whether the com-
bined effect of those imports is to cause or
tlueaten injury. Corsequently, imports from a

particular county are frequently subject to
antidumping duües even though those imports,
corsidered alone, were never found to have

caused any harm.

The proper

approach is some-

thing along the

lines of the so-

called unitary cau-

sation analysis,

which was used in
the past by some

members of the

U.S. International
Trade

Commission.
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While the general

approach of allow-

ing cumulation

except for negligible

imports seems basi-

cally sound, the cur-

rent threshold for

determiningnegligi-

biHty is indefensible.

There are understandable reasorìs for allow-
ing cumulation to some degree. Without it, arti-
ficial competitive advantages caused by market
distortiorn might-go completeþ unremedied
simply because no one import source, on its
own, is considered injurious. On the other hand,

dumping is a company- and country-specifìc
phenomenon: the artjfìcial competitive advan-

tages targeted by antidumping policy supposed-

þ accrue to particulæ companies and arise out of
government policies in those companies' partic-

ular home mækets. Accordingþ, if particular

companies or even whole countries are such

minor playen in an export mæket that they have

no significant impact on competitive conditions
in that market, then they cannot be said to enjoy
any real competitive advantage vis-à-vis the

domestic indusfy-and therefore cannot be

proper targets of antidumping remedies.

Current antidumping rules balance these

competing considerations by prohibiting the
cumulation of "negligible" imports-imports
from countries whose combined mæket share

falls below a designated tlreshold. Specifically,
under futicle 5.8 of the present Antidumping
Agreement, imports from a particular country
are considered neeligible if they amount to less

than 3 percent of total imports of the product
under investigation-unles all the countries

under investigation that individually fall under
the 3 percent threshold together account for
more than 7 percent of total imports.

Whle the general approach of allowing
cumulation except for negligible imports seems

basically sound, the current threshold for
determining negligibility is indefensible.
Specifically, determining negligibility on the
basis of percentage of total imports makes no

methodological sense. What matters is
whether the arguabþ negligible imports are

capable of contributing meaningfulþ to the
injury being suffered by the domestic indus-
fy-that is, whether they can be said to enjoy
any real competitive advantage relative to the
domestic industry. The proper criterion for
judgrng this question is, not share of total
imports, but share of the overall export market.

Consider the difference between the two cri-
teria in the context of a recent U.S. antidumping

investigation. In the investigation of hot-rolled
steel from fugentirn, China, India, Indonesia,

Kazakhstan, Netherlands, Romania, South
Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, andukraine, five coun-
fies were corsidered and rejected for negligibili-
ty exclusiors because they exceeded the collective

tlreshold: fugentirn, 1.74 percent of imports;

Kazakltstan, 2.78 percent; South Africa, 2.26 per-

cent; Thailand, 2.40 percent; and Ukraine, 2.65

percent. Although each of those countries fell
belowthe normal ne$igibilitytlueshold of 3 per-

cent, collectively they accounted for 1 1.80 percent

of imports-and thus their products did not
qualify collectiveþ æ negligible imports.

In this particulæ case, however, alt imporq
from all sources accounted for only 26.4 percen.

of the total U.S. merchant market for hot-rolled
steel and only 11.15 percent of total U.S. domes-
tic consumption of hot-rolled steel. Accordingly,
the import sources in question had the following
mæket shæes: Argentina, 0.46 percent of the
merchant mæket (0.19 percent of total domes-
tic corsumption); KazaKstan, 0.74 percent
(0.31 percent); South Africa, 0.60 percent (0.25

percent); Thailand, 0.63 percent (0.27 percent);

and Ukaine, 0.70 percent (0.30 percent). Those
counhies thus had a combined market share of
only 3.13 percent-or 1.32 percent, depending
on how market share is measured for this partic-

ulæ indusry.æ This level of combined import
penetation cannot seriously be corsidered evi-

dence of an unfair competitive advantage-yet
under current antidumping n¡les such imports
can be swept into the maw of a multicounfy
antidumping duty order.

Fu¡thermore, judgng negligibility on the
bæis of import share makes the standard a vari-
able one-indeed, one that varies in perverse

ways. The higher the total level of import pene-

tatÍon, the greater the market share an import
source can gain and still be considered neghgl-

ble-despite the fact that overall high import
penetation presumabþ mears that the domes-
tic industy is more vulnerable. Meanwhile, the
lower the overall import penehation, the small-
er the volume of imports that exceeds the negli-
gibility cutoff-even though the domestic
índustry is presumably les affected by foreþ
competition under such circumstances.
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Accordingþ, Article 5.8 of the Antidumping
Agreement should be revised along the following
linæ:

Reform Ptoposal 16: Artide 5.8 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to change the threshold forneg-
Ígtbility from 3 perrent of total import
volume (and 7 percent collectively) to 2
percent of domætic mtxnnptÍon (and 5

percent collectiveþ).

This proposal would preserve the negligi-
bility rule's tradeoff between cumulation and
:xemption of small import sources. However,
oy redefìning the criterion for judging negligi-
bility, it would decrease the Iikelihood that
imports that by reason of small volume cannot
materially injure a domestic industry get
unfairly tangled in protacted antidumping
proceedings. It would also discou¡age the
increasingly popular but abusive "shotgun

approach" to filing antidumping petitiors, in
which domestic industries pile up allegations
against many small exporting countries, many
of which are of no competitive concern what-
soever, just for the purpose ofpushing past the
collective negligibility threshold of 7 percent.

Raise Initiation Standards
We have already proposed a major change

in the process of initiating antidumping inves-

tigations-nameþ, that credible evidence of
rnder$ing market distortions be made a

requirement for initiation (see Reform
Proposals 1 and 2). Even if such fundamental
reform of the definition of dumping is not
undertaken, tJrere are less far-reaching but still
valuable improvements that can be made in the
initiation process. Here again, the guiding
princþle of reform should be to improve

antidumping's aim and limit disruption of nor-
mal commercial conduct.

Lax initiation standards can be the cause of
significant disruptions. This is so because mere

allegatiors of dumping can r¡vre¿k havoc with
tzde pattems. Under U.S. law, for oømple,
importen æe reqporsible for paþg antidumping
duties. Thus, from an importer's perspective, the

initiation of an antidumping investigation raises

the prospect of signifiønt exha costs in the form
of duty liabilities-a prospect that many
importers, quite undentandably, æe arxious to
avoid. Corsequently, the mere act of launching an

antidumping investigation tends to depress

imports from investigated counties. And since

investiptiors læt for approximateþ one year, sþ
nifiænt damage can be done to a foreþ produc-
er even if it is ultimately cleæed of all chæges.n

Under current rules, it is too easy to launch

antidumping cases. Here in the United States,

innocent companiæ are frequently harased by
ill-founded charges and unnecessary investiga-

tions. Consider, for example, the fact that about
35 percent of U.S. cases result in findings of no
injury or no dumping. In other words, even

asuming that all affirmative dumping and
iaiury findings are justified, more than one-
third of all U.S. investigatiors result in year-

long disruptions in fairþ traded imports' access

to the U.S. ma¡ket.
Furthermore, it Ìs irsfuctive to compme

dumping mmgins alleged in U.S. antidumping
petitions with the dumping margins actually
found by the U.S. Depafment of Commerce.

Although the Commerce Department's calcula
tions are rife with methodological distortions
that inflate dumping margins, they generally

result in dumping mægins substantially lower
than those alleged in the petition. For example,

in original investigations during 2001 in which
advene facts available were not used, Commerce
found an average dumping mægin of 38.18 per-

cent. By conhast, the average dumping margn
alleged in the petitiors in those cases was 100.80
percent-more than twice æ high.65 It is clear,

then, that the evidentiary quality of dumping
allegatiorn in U.S. petitiors is exhemely low-
yet it nonetheles pases muster with the
Commerce Departrnenl

Hair-tiggu initiation of antidumping øses is

by no mears an exdusivd Amuiøn problem. For
example, a WTO dispute settlement action
brought by Moxico against Guatemala addresecl

the isue of lax initiation standards. At the center of
the diqpute was Guatemala's decision to initiate an

antidumping investigation of greyportland cement

from Mexico on the bæis of Iaughabþ flirnsy evi-

The mere act of
launching an

antidumping inves-

tigation tends to
depress imports

from investigated

countries.
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The current

Antidumping
Agreement provides

no standards at all to

constrain the initia-
tion ofbogus cases.

dence. The only evidence of dumping provided in
the petition wæ two sets of invoices: two Mexican

invoices for one bag of cement each and two
invoices for Guatemalan imports from Mexico of
thousands of bags each. Given the $æing differ-

ences in sales volumes and levels of trade of the two
sets of invoices, it should have been obvious that
this documentation provided no evidence of
dumping. Nevertheles, Guatemalan authorities

initiated the case. Meanwhile, the two import
invoices also served æ the only evidence in support

of the petitioner's allegation of tlreatened injury.
In this particular case, the WTO found that

Guatemala's initiation of an investigation
under these circumstances was improper.66 We
have no way of knowing, however, how fre-
quently antidumping authorities around the
world are initiating investigations in a similar-
ly slipshod manner but are never held to
account before the WTO.

The problem is thatthe currentAntidumping
Agreement provides no standæds at all to con-
strain the initiation of bogus cases. Article 5.2 of
the agreement requires antidumping petitiorn to
provide evidence of dumping, injury, and a

causal link between the two; the agreement also

says that a "simple asertion, ursubstantiated by
relevant evidence, cannot be considered suff-
cient." Even this nebulous language was enough

to allow the WTO, after the fact, to rule
Guatemala's egregious actions in the cement
case out of bounds, but it does nothing to resfict
abuses before they happen. Cleæ rules are need-

ed to limit authorities' discretion or create incen-
tives for resporsible behavior.

Reform Proposals I and 2, which would
require credible evidence of underþing market
distortiors before any investigation is initiated,
would go a long way toward restricting baseless

investigations. Those proposals, though, aim to
go beyond mere initiation standards to
rethinking the basic question of how dumping
is defìned. Even if such reforms æe not adopt-
ed in the short term, greater specification of the
evidentiary requirements for dumping as tradi-
tionally defined would help to limit abuses in
the initiation process. We therefore suggest

changes to the Antidumping Ageement along
the following lines:

Reform Propmal 17: Articles 5.2 and 5.3
of the Antidunping Agreement shor¡ld

be revised to speci$ concrete evidentiary
standards for initiation. With reqpect to
evidence of dumping, the petitioner
must suppþ documurtation on a compÈ
ny+pecific bæis of representative prices

of tlrc srbject menhandise soH by the
foteb producer in the export ma¡ket
and either (a) representative prices of
comparahle products sold by the forcign
producer in its home marftet or (b) credi-
ble estimates of the foreþ producet's
cost of production The petitioner must
suppþ sudr mmpany-qpecific evidenæ (
with rcqpect to at least forn foreþ pru \

duoen or, alternativeþ foreþ poducen
for a significant portion (for

example, at least 40 percenQ of subjec{

imports. With respect to evidmce of
i4iury and causation, the petitioner must
suppþ docrnnentation of tuurds in (a)

wbject import volumes (induding mar-
ket drare); þ) priæs in the oiport marke$
and (c) the domestic indrsny's sales vol-
rrnes (induding market share), prof-
itabilig,andunfloymmt

For pu¡poæs ofthe above proposal, "representative"

price data mears prices of mqjor products that are

representative ofprice levels througþout the puiod
of investigation "Credible estimates" of production

costs should, to the o<tentposible, be bæed on the
foreign producer's ov¡n data or at least data

to the foreþ indusry undu investigation.

The requirements proposed above would
not stop the filing of antidumping petitions for
harassment purposes. However, they would at

least bring some minimal discipline to the ini-
tiation process and thereby afford some addi-
tional protection agairst the harassment of
healthy import competition. Such an improve-
ment in antidumping poliry would be in keep-
ing with the basic concepts, principles, and
objectives of the Antidumping Agreement.

Mandate "Lesser-Duty Rule"
Article 9.1 of the current Antidumping

Agreement states that it is "desirable" that
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antidumping duties "be les than the [dumping]
margrn if such leser duty would be adequate to
remove the injury to the domestic indusfiy." This
elpress preference for the so-called lesser-dug
nrle is in keepingwith the basic concepts, princi-
ples, and objectives of the Antidumping
Agreement. After all, the avowed purpose of
antidumping remedies is to restore a "level play-
ing field"-in other words, to neutralize artficial
competitive advantages created by mæket-dis
torting govemment policies. If a particulæ duty
rate is deemed suffcient to eliminate injury to the
domestic indmty, there is no justification for
imposing a higher rate; a higher rate exceeds the
nandate of creating a level playing field and slants

the field in favor of the domestic industy.
A number of WTO members-including the

European Union-follow the approach recom-
mended in Article 9.1 and appþ a lesser-duty mle
in their antidumping investigations. The bæic

approach is to calculate "noninjurious prices"-
prices for export vles that would not depres or
suppress the pricæ charged by the domestic

industry. The difference between the e4port price

and the noninjurious price is refened to æ the
'injury margn." If the injury margn is greater

than the dumping mægin, then the antidumping
dutyrate is equal to the dumping margn; if, how-
ever, the qiury margn is lower than the dumping
margn, the lesser duty applies and is set at the
level of the inju4y margin.

The leser-duty rule can result in sigrificant
reductions in the antidumping duty rates that
¡¡ould othenpiæ appþ. Consider the following
emmples of definitive duties imposed by the

European Union during 2000. In the investigation
of seamles pþes and tubes from Croatia and
Llkraine, the authorities found final dumping mæ-

girs of 40.8 percent and 123.7 perænt, reipective-

l5a application of the leser-duty nrle, though,
brought the actual duty rates dorrrn to 23.0 percent

for Croatia and 38.5 percent for Ukraine-reduc-
tiors of 44 pu'cent and 69 pCI'ænt respectively. kr
the investigption of hot-rolled steel from Chim,
the final dumping margin came to 55.5 percent

but becarse of the leser-duty rule the actual duty
rate was onþ 8.1 percent-an 85 pucent reduc-

tion And in the irwestigtion of black colorform-
ers (i.e., dyes) fromJapan thedumpingmmginwæ

49.8 percent, but the final duty rate wæ only 18.9

percent---or 62 percent lower-because of the

leser-du$nrle.67
Because the language in A¡ticle 9.1 is not

mandatory, WTO members æe urder no oblig-

ation at present to adopt a lesser-duty ruie. The
U.S. law for irstance, does not have such a rule.

Among jurisdictions that do have some kind of
leser-duty rule, there is no corsistency and little
banspæency in the mar¡rer in which it is applied.
As a result, antidumping duties in exces of those

that can bejustified by the basic concepts, princi-
ples, and objectives of the Antidumping
Agreement æe being imposed routineþ.

To cure thisglæing defect in cunentantidump
ing practiæ, we mommend a dnnge in the
Antidumprng Agreement along the following lines:

Reform Proposal 18: Article 9.1 ofthe
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to require that antidumping
duties be less than the dumping mar-
gin if the lesser duty is sufficient to
remove the injury to the domestic
industry. Specifìcally, antidumping
authorities shor¡Id be required to cal-
culate noni4iurious prices for export
sales, which would be at levels that do
not depress or suppress the prices

charged by the domestic industry. If
the difference between the noninjuri-
ous prices and the export prices
(arown as the injury margin) is less

than the dumping margin, the
antidumping duty should be set at the
lesser rate equal to the injury margin.

Raße ile MÍnimÍsto 5 Percent in Investigations

andRevier¡m
The calculation of dumping margins is

plagued with methodological difficulties. Most
obviously, there are the distortiors that tend to
skew the analysis in favor of finding dumping:
the failure to require evidence of underþg
mæket distortions, the cost test, the inclusion of
profit in constructed value, the asymmetic
teatment of related-party sales, the asymmetic
teafnent of indirect selling e4penses, the use of
zeroing in dumping calculations, and so forth.

If a particular duty
rate is deemed suf-

fìcient to eliminate

injury to the

domestic industry,

there is nojustifica-
tion for imposing a

higher rate.
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Even if obvious dis-

tortions were elimi-

nated, the measure-

mentofdumping
marginswould still

be highly inexact.

Even if all those obvious distortiorn were elim-
inated, thougþ, the measurement of dumping

margirswould still be higtrly inexact. kr the typical

investigation, antidumping authorities compare

home-mæket and export prices of physically dif-

fuent goods, in different kinds ofpackaging, sold

at different times, in different and fluctuating cur-

rencies, to different customers at different levels of
tade, in different quantities, with diffuent freight

and other movement costs, different credit terms,

and other differences i" dit .tly associated ælling

expenses (for onmple, commisions, warranties,

ro5alties, and advertising). Is it really su¡prising that

the prices mmpared are not identical? Wouldn't it
be surprising if they were?

Admittedly, antidumping authorities try to
adjust for some of those differences, but the

adjustments are necesarily crude and impre-
cise. For example, when the U.S. Department
of Commerce compares physically different

merchandise, it adjusts for differences in mate-
rials, direct labor, and variable overhead costs.

While this makes a certain amorurt of sense, in
a real-world context it goes without saying that
actual price differences may be more or less

than the differences in variable manufacturing
costs. As we pointed out in relation to second-
quality merchandise, sometimes huge differ-
ences in commercial value can exist without
any measuable differences in manufacturing
costs. Similæly, the Commerce Departrnent
adjusts for differences in wananty terms on the

basis of differences in repair parts and labor
costs. \Mhile this approach is logical enough, it
is still exhemeþ unlikely that the actual real-

world price differences between products with
different warranties æe precisely equal to the

differences in warranty costs.

And in many cases, antidumping authorities

make no adjustnent at all. Thus, prices of goods

sold in the e4port market may be compæed to
prices of goods sold many months earlier or later

in the home market, without any adjustment for
mæket fluctuatiors. And although unit prices

typically decline with larger order quantities, the
U.S. Depmtment of Commerce rarely adjusts

for quantity discounts.

Calculations of unit costs of production are

similæþ rife with more-or-les æbitary guess

work. Especially vexing is the allocation of shæed

costs. Corsider, for example, coproducts or joint
products-two or more different goods that are

produced simultaneousþ in the same manufac-

turing proces. Examples include different cuts of
meat from the same animal, different ores

extracted in the same mining operation, and dif-
ferent chemicals produced by the same reaction.

For such products, some allocation of shæed

manufacturing costs is necessary for cost-
accounting pqposes. But how costs are allocated

may well determine whether a given coproduct

shows a profit or a los. If costs æe allocated

equally to high-value and low-value products (for

example, pigs feet and pork chop$, the low-value¡
products will always show a huge los. On the"
other hand, if costs are allocated on the bæis of
the relative sales value of the coproducts, all
coproducts will show the same profitability-an
equally arbitrary outcome.

The fact is that the accounting treatment is

and should be irrelevant to proper business

decisiors. Managers should decide what mix of
coproducts to target, not on the basis of arbi-
tary unit costs, but on the bæis of maximizing
total net revenue. If a low-value product can

fetch a price that covers the marginal costs of
further processing after "splitoff' from other
joint products, the decision to engage in that
further procesing and sell that low-value
product is profit-maximizing regardless of how
costs are allocated among all the joint products.

Joint products are manufactured from the
same raw materials, but there are many other(
ways for products to share costs. Sharing of
factory overhead costs (for example, the costs

of elecficity, fuel, maintenance, plant and
equipment depreciation, engineering support,
reseæch and development, selling, and general

and administrative expenses) is the norm in
multiproduct firms. Indeed, economists explain
the very existence of multiproduct firms in
terms of cost sharÍng. The ubiquitousnes of
such cost sharing shows that unit costs must

always be taken with several grains of salt. A
particular product that is never profìtable when
viewed in isolation may nonetheles contribute

to fìxed costs that would be incurred anyway on
other, profitable products. Paradoxiølly, then, a
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perennially moneylosing product can help to
maximize fì¡mwide profìts.

In view of all these methodological chal-
lenges, a healthy dose of humility is in order
regarding the accurary of any dumping calcula-

tions. Appropriately, such humility informs the
current Antidumping Agreement's concept of
de minimß dumping margins. Dumping mæ-
gins below a certain threshold are deemed to be

de minimß and æe feated æ equal to zero.

Given the tension between the trade-restrictive

effects of antidumping measues and the overall
orientation of the WTO agreement towæd
mæket opening, a conservative policy of resolv-

'ng doubts against the imposition of duties is
entirely fitting.

The de minimis mle badly needs strength-
ening, however. Under A¡ticle 5.8 of the cur-
rent agreement, the threshold is set at 2 per-
cent. And because of awkward draftsmarship,
this provision is claimed by the United States

to apply only to investigatiors-and not to
subsequent administative reviews that recalcu-

late dumping margins after an antidumping
duty order goes into effect. Under U.S. law, the
deminimis threshold in such reviews continues

to be a mere 0.5 percent.

The threshold needs to be raised and applied
equally to original investigations and reviews:

Reform Proposal 19: Article 5.8 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be

revised to provide that any margin of
dumping ofless than 5 percent should
be heated as de mÍnÍmis The same

definition of i[e mÍnÍmß should apply
in both original investigations and
adminishative reviews.

Inview of the ineducible imprecision of dumping
calculations, the de minÌnis threshold should be

raised even if all of the reform proposals in this
paper for addresing methodologiøl distortiors
are ultimateþ adopted. If, however, any of the

existing distortions are left intact the case for rais-

ingthe de nininß threshold becomes that much
stonger. A relativeþ high de ninimß threshold

would act æ a kind of final dreck on urnemedied

methodological abuses.

Mandate a Public-Interest Test
A number of WTO memben-including

the EU, Carnda, Thailand, and Malaysia-have
incorporated a "public-interest test" into their
antidumping regulations. The bæic idea behind
such public-interest provisiors is to make the
imposition of antidumping measures permisive
rather than mandatory. Specifically, a public-
interest provision allows authorities to refuse to
impose duties, even when dumping and injury
have been found, on the ground that antidump-
ing measures in a particulæ case would be con-
trary to the broader public interest.

A public-interest test, ifproperþ devised and

implemented, can help to reconcile a counfy's
antidumping poliry with its larger national
interests. After all, even staunch defenders of
antidumping remedies must recognize that the
resort to such remedies carries costs. Even if a

domestic indusfy is being hæmed by allegedly

dumped imports, other domestic interests-
namely downsfeam import-using industies
and corsumers-æe benefited by them. Indeed,

the fact that the imports are entering the coun-
ty in sufficient quantities to injure domestic
producers shows that many domestic interests

prefer those imports to products made at home.
Accordingly, antidumping investigations involve
more than a dispute between a domestic indus
try and its foreign rivals; they also involve a con-
flict of interest between that domestic indusfy
and other domestic indushies.

An antidumping law with no public-interest
provision fails to take account ofthese conflicting
interests. If the requisite showings of dumping
and injury æe made, trade-reshictive remedies

follow automatically-regardles of the corse-
quences for the rest of the counûy. That is hardþ
a recipe for rational policynnking: if major affect-
ed interests are rystematically ignred in the deci-
sionrrnking process, it's hadly likely that the

resulting poliqywill reflect an optimal accommo-
dation of all competing interests.

Furthermore, given the tension between the

fade-resúictive effects of antidumping measures

and the mæket-opening thrust of the WTO
agreements æ a whole, due restraint in the appli-
cation of measues is in keeping
with the bæic concepts, principles, and objectives

A healthy dose of
humilityis in order

regarding the accu-

racy of any dump-
ing calculations.
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Antidumping poli-
cy around the world

would be greatly

improved by man-

dating the inclusion

of a public-interest

test and then speci-

fying standards for
how it should be

of the Antidumping Agreement. kr that regæd,

Artide 9.1 of the cunent agreement states, "It is

desirable that the imposition lof duties] be per-

misive in the tenitory of all Members."
The present agreement, however, does not

require any kind of public-interest test, much less

spedfy standæds for how it should be applied.

Consequently, many WTO members-includ-
ing the United States-have no public-interest
provision at all. Meanwhile, there is Iittle corsis-
tency or transpæency in the public-interest provi-

siors that do exisü by and læge they are stan-

dædless "black boxes" that occasionally block the
imposition of duties for no clearþ defined reason.

In some counfies, such æ Canada, the public-
interest provision merges with a leser-duty nrle,
so that a public-interest determination must be

made before the leser-duty rule is invoked.
poliqy æound the world would

be geatly improved by mandating the indusion of
a public-interest test and then specifuingstandards

for how it should be applied. On the latter point
the aitical dnllenge is to find some set of criteria

tlnt give the public-intuest test real teeth without
catsing it to srvallow up a[ of antidumping poliry.

Thus, if the public interest is defined as ' whatever's

good for domestic import+ompeting indusfües,"

then a public-interest provision will have no effect

at all. On the other hand, if the public intuest is

defined as pure economic efficiency, then the test

would work to block the imposition of duties in
virhrallyall casa.

Accordingly, we suggest tlat tlrc Antidumping
Agreement be amended along the following lines:

Reform Proposal 20: Artide 9.1 of the
Antidumping Agreement should be
revísed to require the application of a
public-intercst test before antidurnping
measurìes are imposed. For prqpmes of
thh test, antidumpfug measr¡rcs would
be deemed conhary to the public interest

iftlrehm¡ninflictedbythmemeasneson
downsheam import-using intercsts is

deemed disproportionate to the benefit
confemd on tlre petitbning domestic
indushy.'T)ispnoportionate," for tlrcse

purposes, drould be defrred explicÍtly in
referencr to qpecifted bendnnuls.

Note that we suggest the use of some kind
of "disproportionate impact" standæd for pur-

poses of applyrng the public-interest test. The
existence of a disproportionate impact could be

measured in a number of different ways. For

example, the estimated welfæe gain for the
petitioning industry could be compared to the
estimated welfæe los for specific downstream

industries, or for consumers. If the los is some
designated multiple of the gain, the impact
would be deemed disproportionate and duties

would not be imposed. Altematively, the esti-
mated number ofjobs saved in the petitioning
industry could be compæed to the estimated

number of jobs lost in downstream import,.
using industries. If the ratio of downstreanr
jobs lost to petitioning industry jobs saved

crosses some designated threshold, duties
would not be imposed on the ground of dis-
proportionate impact. Or authorities could cal-

culate the deadweight loss to the economy per
job saved in the petitioning industry and com-
pæe that to average wages in the indusfy. If
the economic cost is some designated multiple
of the average wage, disproportionate impact
would be found and no duties would be

imposed.
Any of these cost/benefit comparisons

could be made with the use of fairly basic tech-
niques of quantitative economic analysis.
Relatively easy to administer, such a public-
interest test would have real teeth while still
giving wide scope for the use of antidumping __
measues. Exactly how sharp the teeth or widq' oì

the scope can be settled by choosing a higher oi
lower tJueshold for "disproportionate": the
higher the designated multiple of harms to
benefits is set, the more modest the effect of
the public-interest test.

Make Termination of Antidumping Duty
OrdersAutomatic

Before the WTO Antidumping Agreement,
some jurisdictions-in particular, the United
States-lacked any regularly scheduled "sunset"

process for terminating antidumping duty
orders. As a result, the average lifetime of U.S.

orders exceeded a decade, and some continued
for more than 30 years.
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Such a state of affairs was glæingly inconsis-

tentwith any theory of antidumping poliry as a

response to mæket distortions. If antidumping
measures are to be justified on the ground that
they offset ætifìcial competilive advantages

caused by market distortions, it follows that
those measures should be discontinued as soon
as the distortions are eliminated or the advan-

tages disappeæ. But if imports can be subject to
antidumping remedies year after year despite the
fact that they are no longer inju¡ing a domestic

industry, then antidumping hæ ceased to have

anything to do with a level playing field and
crossed over to simple protectionism.

To addres this isue, the current WTO
Antidumping Agreement provides for a so-
called surset review process. Specifically, Article
11.3 of the agreement mandates the automatic
termirntion of antidumping duty orders after
fìve yeæs unles a special review initiated before

e4piration determines that termination of the
order "would be likeþ to lead to the continua-
tion orrecunence of dumping and injury."

Unfortunately, Article 11.3 has proved les
than successful in phasing out old orders. In
the United States, for example, there were 354

sunset reviews initiated between July 1998 and
August 2002, of which 265 were contested by
petitioners. The outcomes in 2 of those 265

contested cases were still pending. The
Department of Commerce made affìrmative
sunset determinations to continue the order in
all but 4 of the 263 decided cases, while the
ITC voted affirmative 72 percent of the time.68

The surset review process is fundamentally

flawed. At the root of the problem is the fact that
the review is prospective and counterfactual in its
focus and thus inherently speculative. It seeks to
determine whether dumping and inju¡ywill hap-
pen in the funne if an order is lifted. It is difficutt
enough to conhol antidumping authorities' abuse

of discretionwhen their investigatiors are tied to
a clear evidentiary record; it is next to imposible
when the authorities æe allowed to gaze into a
cnËtal ball.

Acmrdingly, to ensue that antidumping mea
sures do notcontinue afterthe artificial competitive

advanhges that æe their supposed targethave been

neutralized, we suggest the following reform:

Reform Proposal 21: Article 11.3 of
the Antidumping Agreement should

be amended to provide for automatic
termination of antidumping duty
orders after five years. Domestic
indushies would be able to file new
petitions immediately upon expira-
tion, but they would be required to
show evidence of actual injury or
threat of injury by reason of dumped
imports just as in any normal case. For
petitions filed wÍthin one year of the
expiration ofa prior order, special pro-
cedures would be required to expedite

relief for petitionerc. Specifically, the
administering authorities would be
required to make a preliminary find-
ing as to injury within 45 days of the
initiation of the new investigation. If
that preliminary determination is

affirmative, preliminary antidumping
measures wor¡ld go into effect at the
rates that applied at the expiration of
the oldorder.

This proposal stikes a reasornble compromise

between two mmpeting intersts: on the one hand,

ensuring that antidumping measures are not main-
tained even after the conditiors tlntjustified them

no longu exist and, on the other hand, continuing

to provide aremedywhen those conditiors happen

to persisl Under the zuggested reform, automatic

termirntion ersuresthatall ordmwill come to an

end; at the same time, though, qpecial provisions

for follow-up investigatiors ensure reasonable con-

tinuity of relief if conditionswan-¿nl As to the pre-

liminary injury finding proposed, we envision

something along the lines of the U.S. ITC's pre-

liminary injury investigtion An affirmative find-
ing in this preliminæy phæe would tigger the

imposition of prelimina{y meaffes at the old ntes

wen before any new finding on dumping mægirs.

Subæquent and final determinatiors

on dumping in the follow-up investigationwould

replace the old rates with new ones.

Other than the qpecial provisiors for ensur-

ing continuity of reliel follow-up investigations

would bejust like original investigatiors in every

respect the same evidentiary requirements for

It is diffìcult
enough to control

antidumping

authorities' abuse

of discretion when

their investigations

are tied to a clear

evidentiary record;

it is next to impos-

sible when the

authorities are

allowed to gaze

into a crystal ball.
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Unfortunateþ, no

clear-cut solution to

abuses offacts avail-

able is apparent.

initiation, the same standards for determining
dumping and injury. The all-too-often bogus

guesing games of the sunset process would be

replaced by full-blown dumping and injury
analysis in accordance with the normal provi-
sions-and the basic concepts, principles, and
objectives-of the Antidumping Agreement.

Other Issues

The?l reform propæls discr¡sed do not target

all of the flaws in cment antidurnping practiæ.

kdeed some of the mmt gþing flaws are not

adúesed-at least not directty. h crafting our pro-
pæals, we drme to fms on problems that æe (1) seri-

ous and (2) usæptible to reform by dunges in the

WTO Antidumping Unforturntd,
some of the worst abuses of antidumping laws ør¡not
be remedied etrectiveþ by adding one prtiorlar pro-

vision or another to WTO rules.

The use of "facts available" in calculating
dumping margirs is one of the most important
isues that we did not addres. Normally,
antidumping authorities calmlate a foreþ pro-
ducer's dumping maryln on the basis of compa-
ny-specific price and cost data submitted during
the course of the investigation. If, however, the
foreigrr producer declines to participate in the
investigation, or if the authorities determine that
the information submitted is either incomplete
or inaccurate, the authorities may use facts avail-

able to calculate the company's dumping mar-
gin. Those facts available frequently include the
alleged dumping margins featured in the
domestic industry's antidumping petition.

The use of facts available typically results in
extremely high dumping margins. In an earlier
paper by one of the coauthors of this study, an
examination of 141 U.S. dumping determina-
tions over a three-year period found that the
average dumping margin calculated on the
basis of facts available was a whopping 95.58
percent-compared to 27.22 percentwhen the
foreign producer's data were used. In that peri-
od, the Commerce Department used facts
available just over 25 percent of the time.6s

U.S. e4porten æe frequent victims of facs
available determirntions. As we discused in an

earlier shrdy, between 1995 and 2000 five ofeigþt
lndian dumping determinations against U.S.
products were based on facts available-and the
average dumping margm in those five cases wæ
83 percent. Tluee of four South African dumping
determirntiors against U.S. products over the
same period were based on facts available, with an
average dumping margrn of 89 percent.To

Unfortunately, no clear-cut solution to
abusæ of facts available is apparent. Since
antidumping authorities do not have subpoena

po\ /er, they have to rely on the voluntary coop-
eration of investigated companies. If those
companies refuse to participate, the authorities
cannot simply give up; othenn¡ise, stonewalling
would be a perfect defense. And authorities
must be able to thLrow out incomplete data;

otherwise, respondent firms could submit frag
mentary data that appeil to exonerate them
and the authorities would again be stymied.

Accordingþ, there seems to be no altemative
to allowing authorities the discretion to disre-
gard respondents price and cost data. Given that
fact, authorities must also have the discretion to
choose the facts available that will substitute for
respondents data in the dumping calculatiors.

And where there is discretion, there is the ever-
present posibility of abuse of discretion.

We do not see howWTO rules cot¡ld define

with any clæity either (1) the circumstances
under which resort to facts available is justified
or (2) the standards for selecting facts available

for use in dumping calculations. The propriety
or impropriety of antidumping authorities' conf
duct on either front will inevitably tum on case-'

specific factual circumstances that cannot be

specified in advance. The best that can be done
is to lay out broad, general standards for when
and how facts available should be used.

The current Antidumping Agreement
ulteudy establishes such standards. Article 6.8

states that facts available can be used only when
a respondent "refuses access to, or otheru¡ise
does not provide, necessary information within a

reæonable period or significantly impedes the
investigation." Annex II, paragraph 5 of the
agreement further states that respondents' infor-
mation should not be disregarded "even though
the information provided may not be provided
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in all respects, . . . provided the interested party
has acted to the bæt of his ability." Also, pæa-

gaph 7 of Arurex II provides guidance regæd-
ing sources of facts available to be used by
antidumping authorities.

It is posible that the existing language could
be tightened up and improved. Even if that is
done, however, little will have changed.

Authorities will still have broad discretion to
disregard respondents'data, and even wider dis-
cretion about what to use in their stead. If
antidumping authorities æe intent on abusing
the law and achieving a protectionist outcome,
they will still have wide latitude to do so. On
cccasion, victimized counties might challenge
the use of facts available through WTO dispute
settlement and win a reversal. But by and large,

the facts available loophole cannot be closed.

Another serious problem with current
antidumping practice is the lack of tæspæency
and basic administrative fairness. With its com-
plexity and wide scope for discretion, the
antidumping law creates enormous potential for
abuse in poorer counfies that lack well-estab-
lished traditions of farsparenqy and the rule of
law. Failure to provide respondent companies

with the factual and legal bæes for determina-
tions, to allow them a fair hearing, to take
account of their claims of legal and factual errors

in determirntions, and to safeguard the privacy

oftheir confidential business data are all proce-
dural inegularities that are in clear violation of
current WTO nrlæ, yet they are alleged to be

listressingly common in many countries.

Consequently, substantive flaws in antidumping
rules are all too often compounded by egregious

procedural unfairnes.
Abuses caused by nonbansparency or out-

right comrption are diffïcult to remedy
through changes in WTO rules. Since current
rules are being wideþ ignored, it Ís doubtful
that new rules will meet a better fate. Indeed,
the very essence of nonhansparency and cor-
ruption is that government offìcials don't fol-
Iow the stated rules.

The only effective \ryay to reduce the abuses

of facts available and nontarsparency is to
reduce the number of unjustiûed antidumping
investigations that æe initiated and conducted

in the first place. Because of the glæing flaws in
existing antidumping nrles, investigations æe

routinely instituted without any evidence of
unfair trade under any plausible defìnition of
that term. The harm caused by those unjustifi-
able investigations can then be exacerbated by
abuses of administrative discretion or outright
misconduct. If the number of unjustifiable
investigatiors can be reduced, the number of
investigations plagued by facts available or non-
transparency can likewise be expected to fall.

The reform proposals set forth in this paper

thus corstitute an indirect and pariial solution to
other problems that resist straight-on efforS at

reform. All of our reform proposals take the form
of qpecific nles-æ opposd to broad, disae-
tionary standards. Such dear-cut nrles provide

authorities with little discretion about how to
implement them and thus æe hæd to circumvent.

If the new nrles proposed here æe adopted and

incorporated into the WTO Antidumping
Agreemenl dnmatic improvements in antidump
ing practice would almost cutainly ensue. With
some coherence achieved between the bæic con-
cepts, principles, and objectives of the
Antidumping Agreement and the specific provi-

siors of that agreement there would be a signifi-
cant reduction in unjustifiable antidumping activi-
ty-that is, in antidumping investigatiors and

measures that have no rational relation to offsetting
adficial competitive advantages aeated by mæ-
ket-distorting govemment policies. As a result,

there would be fewer opportunities for authorities
to misrse facts available or nrn rougtshod over the

requirements of procedural faimes.

Conclusion

Antidumping reform faces formidable obstæ

cles. Use of antidumping laws æound the world
is widespread and growing; and wherever these

Iaws operate, the protectionist status quo enjoys

the support of entenched bu¡eaucracies and

import-competing coqporate interests. In the
United States in partinrlæ, energetic and well-
organized protectionist lobbies have mobilized
nearly ovenruhelming political support for their
position on antidumping isues. As a result, for
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many years the world's most powerfrf country
and leader of the multilateral trading system has

stood as the principal opponent of meaningful
öhanges in antidumping rules.

Of all the obstacles hindering antidumping
reform, however, none is greater than ignorance.

Failure to understand how antidumping laws

actually operate in practice-and how they fail so

spectacularþ to do what their supporters say they
are supposed to do-lies at the root of much of
the resistance to antidumping reform. Many sup-

porters of the antidumping status quo honestly
believe that these laws in their present form æe

necessary to combat unfair tading practices and

thereby ensure a level plaþg field. If those sup-
porten firlly undentood the reality of contempo-
rary antidumping practice-if they understood

how frequently trade-restrictive mea$res are

inflicted on normal, healthy competition-their
opposition to needed reforms would likeþ soften.

Of course, protectionist interests support
the antidumping status quo so fervently pre-
cisely because of its flaws. Their goal is to
squelch foreign competition in whatever way
they can, and the antidumping law in its cur-
rent form has proved very handy indeed. And
because of ignorance about the law's complex
workings, protectionist interests are able to
cloak their special pleading in the high-mind-
ed rhetoric of fairness and concern for a level
plalnng field. If they were forced to defend the
status quo honestly, for the protectionist scam

that it is, they would find it much hæder to win
adherents to their cause.

Accordingly, supporters of antidumping
reform need to make education and clarifica-
tion their top priorities in WTO negotiations.
Negotiations that focus exclusively on specific

changes to the Antidumping Agreement are

doomed to achieve disappointing results.
Instead, the flrst order ofbusines ought to be

clarifuing what exactly are the basic concepts,
principles, and objectives of the Antidumping
Agreement. In this paper, we have sought to
identiS those basic concepts, principles, and
objectives by reþing on the justificatíons for
antidumping measures offered by U.S.
antidumping supporters. We believe that
WTO negotiations would ultimately arrive at

more or les the same position-namely, that
the basic objective of the Antidumping
Agreement is to allow member states to offset
artifìcial competitive advantages cr-eated by
market-distorting government policies.

A consensus along those lines would be of
enorrnous value in guiding negotiatiors about
specifìc provisions of the Antidumping
Ageement. That consensus would provide a
benchmark by which to evaluate contemporary
antidumping practice-a benchmark in com-
parison to which much of contemporary prac-
tice would be found sadly deficient. This critical
evaluation, in tum, would help to define the

work program of negotiators-namely, to '

reduce the yaraming gap between antidumpin$s
accepted goals and its actual practice. We believe

that the specific reform proposals outlined in
this study define, at least in broad outline, the
work program that needs to be undertaken.

This work program may prove too ambi-
tious to be accomplished in a single round. But
at least the work can be sta¡ted-and the
groundwork for ongoing progress in future
rounds can be laid. In the Uruguay Round
agreements on agriculture and services, for
example, actual reductions of market barriers
were modest, but at least a consensus was built
for the need to make further progres in the
fuhre. As a result, in the current Doha Round,
there is no dispute about whethermarket barri-
ers in agriculture and services should be

reduced; the only question is how muù.
By contast, the Uruguay Round achieveQ'

no consensus on the proper objectives of'
antidumping policy. Negotiators succeeded in
hammering out the Antidumping Agreement,
but all it really did was to codi$r existing U.S.
and EU practice with a few technical modifi-
cations around the edges. Without any consen-
sus on why the agreement exists or what pur-
pose it serves, when the time came to launch a

new round, supporters of reform had to strug
gle ferociousþ just to get antidumping on the
negotiating agenda.

Antidumping reform shouldnt have to start
from scratch every time. Now is the time to build
a durable foundation for an ongoing project of
reform. Now is the time to change the terms of

-ì
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the debate. Ifsupporters ofreform play their cards

right, the Doha Round will end the quætion of
whether antidumping abuses should be cu¡tailed.

How muù will be the only topic for negotiation in
fufu¡e rounds.
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